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Preface

In January 2018, Homeland Security Operational Analysis Center (HSOAC) convened a
workshop of key experts to consider how a genetic database of “sequences of interest” (SOIs)
could best support stakeholders—government agencies, academic researchers, and commercial
groups—to improve the utility, safety, and security of biotechnology research endeavors. This
report documents the workshop proceedings, key takeaway points, and recommendations. This
effort is intended to further the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and
Technology Directorate’s understanding of the potential user base for such a database and the
needs of these stakeholders, as well as potential risks related to safety, security, proprietary
rights, and privacy. As a result of this effort, the Science and Technology Directorate will
improve its ability to design database features, access policies, and institute awareness efforts
that maximize benefits and minimize potential risks.
This report provides a factual documentation of workshop proceedings and a distillation of
results into key themes and recommendations. It is important to note the following limitations in
the structure of the workshop: (1) Attendees were not fully representative of the broader
stakeholder community—therefore, results and conclusions are potentially biased toward the
interests of those in attendance; (2) attendance was limited to U.S. citizens only, skewing results
toward U.S.-centric policies in a very globalized field; and (3) the evolution of the agenda,
research questions, and facilitation plan in real time affected our ability to collect data in a
systematic fashion, potentially biasing our results toward the interests of the most assertive
attendees. As a result, this work should be viewed as an exploratory first step in discussing a
very complex topic with broad and often conflicting stakeholder interests.
This research was sponsored by the DHS’s Science and Technology Directorate and
conducted within the Strategy, Policy, and Operations Program of the Homeland Security
Operational Analysis Center federally funded research and development center (FFRDC).

About the Homeland Security Operational Analysis Center
The Homeland Security Act of 2002 (Section 305 of Pub. L. 107-296, as codified at 6 U.S.C.
§ 185) authorizes the Secretary of Homeland Security, acting through the Under Secretary for
Science and Technology, to establish one or more FFRDCs to provide independent analysis of
homeland security issues. The RAND Corporation operates the Homeland Security Operational
Analysis Center (HSOAC) as an FFRDC for DHS under contract HSHQDC-16-D-00007.
The HSOAC FFRDC provides the government with independent and objective analyses and
advice in core areas important to the department in support of policy development,
decisionmaking, alternative approaches, and new ideas on issues of significance. The HSOAC
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FFRDC also works with and supports other federal, state, local, tribal, and public- and privatesector organizations that make up the homeland security enterprise. The HSOAC FFRDC’s
research is undertaken by mutual consent with DHS and is organized as a set of discrete tasks.
This report presents the results of research and analysis conducted under HSHQDC-17-J-00381,
“Government, Community, Academic Meeting.”
The results presented in this report do not necessarily reflect official DHS opinion or policy.
For more information on HSOAC, see www.rand.org/hsoac.
For more information on this publication, visit www.rand.org/t/CF389.
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Summary

As biotechnology has matured, genetic sequencing techniques have become less expensive
and widely accessible. The knowledge and creation of genetic code are no longer limited to
highly regulated laboratories in the government, academic, or industrial realm; citizen scientists
and even high school students can build gene sequences for a variety of purposes. However,
what if genetic code is maliciously or inadvertently used to create something that is harmful?
Some genetic sequences are known to the scientific community to be “of interest” (sequences
of interest [SOIs])1 or “of concern” because they might be more likely to be used for harm. The
synthetic biology industry currently uses databases of SOIs to screen orders for its products, and
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has its own database of SOIs. However, there
has been an open question of whether it would be prudent for the biodefense community as a
whole to have one centralized database (or databases) of SOIs to improve the utility, safety, and
security of research endeavors without compromising innovation. In addition, if such a database
existed, what purpose would it serve, what would be required to create and maintain it, and what
entity would maintain it?
The proceedings described in this report are the result of a workshop convened on January 29
and 30, 2018, to consider the utility and requirements for such a database and to begin to answer
these questions. The workshop was sponsored by the DHS Science and Technology Directorate,
hosted by the Homeland Security Operational Analysis Center (HSOAC). It convened key
experts from diverse stakeholder groups—government agencies, academic researchers, and
commercial groups—and was held on a For Official Use Only (FOUO) status.
It is important for DHS to understand how its research efforts fit into both the U.S.
government biodefense interagency priorities and those of the academic and commercial
communities, but the diversity of needs and priorities of the various stakeholders had not yet
been explored. The discourse and interactions among participants from the three categories of
stakeholders underscore the need to engage these communities in conceptualizing how SOIs are
defined, what an SOI database would offer beyond databases that already exist, and what entity
should develop and maintain the new database, if any. Participants’ views diverged substantially
on many issues, and those divisions influenced the course of the workshop.

1

Sequences of interest—potentially harmful genetic elements to humans, animals, plants, or economies—are
derived from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) term sequences of concern, which are
sequences unique to agents included in the biological select agent and toxin (BSAT) list. While sequences of
concern are limited to the BSAT list, SOI may also include genetic elements found in organisms outside the scope of
the BSAT list (see HHS, “Screening Framework Guidance for Providers of Synthetic Double-Stranded DNA,”
Federal Register, Vol. 75, No. 197, 2010, pp. 62820–62832).
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This report describes how HSOAC structured and executed the workshop, provides a factual
accounting of the proceedings, and presents HSOAC’s synthesis of conclusions and
recommendations.

Workshop Structure and Methodology
Advisory Committee
HSOAC recruited and worked with an advisory committee to design and execute the
workshop. The five-member committee consisted of employees from a mix of federal agencies,
and it aided in the design of the workshop and research questions, and the identification of
appropriate attendees from government, industry, and academia. The committee also participated
in the workshop.
Research Questions and Facilitation Plan
Working with the DHS Science and Technology Directorate sponsor and the advisory
committee, HSOAC developed six key research questions to help guide discussions and focus
brainstorming sessions. Although used to frame the workshop, the questions were revised in real
time based on discussions with participants. Table S.1 presents both the original and revised
questions.
HSOAC designed a facilitation plan to guide moderator-participant interactions, ensure
continuous focus on the research questions, and engender agreement and/or consensus. The
facilitation plan evolved in real time over the course of the workshop in several ways as it
became clear that, even with a narrower-than-ideal set of participants, the variation in interests
and priorities was more substantial than initially expected. This complexity made it difficult to
have productive discussions and to find areas of agreement. As such, major changes to the
workshop facilitation included
•
•
•
•
•

giving more time to the discussion around defining SOIs, because of the participants’
inability to achieve consensus
eliminating most anonymized polls and other systematic methods to elicit perceptions
from all participants
allocating more time to brainstorming activities at the expense of consensus building and
voting activities, because of divergent interests and opinions
removing the discussion of barriers to database development to make time for the topic of
funding models
discussing general risks in the aggregate instead of discussing risks in the context of each
use case.
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As a result of these changes, the workshop focused more on eliciting factors and concerns
related to SOIs than determining consensus positions on the way forward on the issue.
Table S.1. Evolution of Research Questions in Real Time During the Workshop
Research Questions as Planned

Research Questions as Executed

Question 1. What are current and anticipated future
scientific and biodefense problems to which an SOI
database could provide a potential solution?

Omitted

Question 2. What are the primary use cases for an
SOI database, and who are the users for such
use cases?

Becomes question 1 (wording unchanged)

Question 3. Is there utility in a database (or databases)
of SOIs for the purpose of screening orders?

Becomes question 2 (wording unchanged)

Question 4. Given the abundance of sequencing
databases, is there utility in establishing a database or
databases of SOIs that can be used by the broader
community instead of individual databases for each
stakeholder?

Omitted

Question 5. What are the scientific, technical, safety
and security, funding/continuity, user/sharing, and
maintenance requirements for such databases?
What are the major barriers to achieving such
requirements?

Question 3. What are the scientific, technical, safety
and security, funding/continuity, user/sharing, and
maintenance requirements for such databases?a

Question 6. What are the risks and safety implications
surrounding the existence of such a database?
What are some mitigation strategies of safety risks?

Question 4. What are the risks and safety implications
surrounding the existence of such a database?b
Question 5. What are potential funding models for such
a database(s) that ensure access and continuity?

a
b

The revision to question 5 (new question 3) omitted the barriers to requirements.
The revision to question 6 (new question 4) omitted the mitigation strategies of safety risks.

Participation
The workshop was designed to be an invitation-only event, limited to roughly 40 community
leader attendees in order to foster a small group and participatory environment. Because of the
FOUO nature of the workshop, participation was limited to U.S. citizens only, per government
regulations, and nondisclosure agreements (NDAs) were required of attendees. Of the roughly
100 invitations sent, 36 participants indicated that they would attend the event. It is likely that the
FOUO protocols, lack of explicit travel stipends, and NDA requirements depressed the response
rate. Twenty-eight participants attended both days, with an additional four and two participants
attending only on Day 1 or Day 2, respectively. Roughly half of the participants were
government officials, spanning DHS, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS), the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the
U.S. Department of Energy (DoE), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Intelligence
Community (IC), and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). The remaining half of the
participants represented, in roughly equal proportion, the industry and the research community,
ix

at least on Day 1. Industry representation was skewed toward the synthetic biology industry, with
little or no representation from developers of countermeasures, therapeutics, or prophylactics. On
Day 2, there was significant, unplanned attrition from the research community, leaving only four
representatives. Participants from the research community were largely database developers, and
there was little or no representation from the broader research and development (R&D)
community.
Distillation of Themes and Recommendations
At the conclusion of the workshop, the HSOAC team analyzed and coded notes and
transcripts from the talks and brainstorming sessions and used thematic analysis to organize key
findings into themes and recommendations. The team met biweekly to discuss progress and align
on key concepts and thematic elements. Recommendations for the future are based on recurring
themes.

Key Findings and Recommendations
Because of the complexity of the issues at hand and constraints on participation in the
discussions, this workshop report should be viewed as an initial, exploratory step in discussions
surrounding a very complicated scientific topic that has broad and conflicting stakeholder
interests. Key themes and recommendations are described as follows.
Theme: There is need for broad stakeholder engagement, collaboration, and transparency
across government agencies as well as among the various nongovernment actors in industry and
in the research community.
It was apparent from the start of the workshop that the various stakeholders from
government, industry, and academia were unaware of the interests of others outside their
individual communities and were hearing certain viewpoints for the first time. Participants began
to understand the conflicting incentives and priorities and appeared to learn from one another
throughout the workshop, attesting to the value of such broad convenings.
Recommendation: In developing a database, continue to engage a broad range of
stakeholders to foster collaboration and transparency. In addition, global participation might also
be necessary, because the biotechnology research enterprise spans many countries, including
Europe, Australia, China, and other Asia-Pacific countries. Overly restrictive policies in one
country may lead to increased competition from global markets that have fewer restrictions and
regulatory burdens, as well as black market or illicit activity. Removal of barriers to participation
in future convenings, (e.g., U.S. citizenship, FOUO protocols, and required NDAs) may boost
participation from key sectors.
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Theme: There is no consensus on the attributes or boundary conditions that form an
operational or implementable definition of an SOI.
From the start of the workshop, participants struggled to define the features that made a
particular SOI. Multiple definitions may exist, and the definitions may depend on the use case at
hand. Participants agreed that the BSAT list maintained jointly by HHS-Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention and USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) was a
good starting point, but they also struggled to define which components of agent genomes to
include, as many components are harmless. Participants did agree that sequences beyond the
BSAT list should be included but could not identify, define, or agree on which sequences or
portions of sequences (e.g., virulence factors, genetic engineering markers, antimicrobial
resistance genes).
Recommendation: Clearly define the elements of an SOI as a critical first step for database
development and consensus building and acceptance among stakeholders. It is important to note
that this is a long-standing issue that has yet to be resolved. In fact, the fundamental science
might not be mature to the point where a definition can be meaningfully operationalized for
database development. This presents an opportunity for future research, both for the fundamental
science community in solving the technical barriers, and for policy forums to convene
stakeholders and garner consensus and develop best practices. Future policy forums and
workshops should devote entire days to garnering consensus around SOI definitions with
individual sessions for each point of contention (e.g., homologies, sequence lengths, BSAT
versus others, etc.). Sessions should also include technical presentations regarding the state of the
fundamental science (e.g., the effect of point and other mutations to the fidelity of a sequence) in
order to inform productive discussion around what is scientifically possible.
Theme: There is a need for and value in several distinct use cases of an SOI database.
Despite difficulties in defining the elements of an SOI, participants agreed that there is value
in developing an SOI database or databases for six purposes: (1) forensics and agent
characterization; (2) biosurveillance; (3) voluntary biosafety; (4) screening genetic sequencing
orders; (5) fundamental research; and (6) countermeasure development. The development of
these databases should be considered an R&D effort to determine best practices, both to
understand the scientific requirements and specifications and to understand the challenges in
operationalizing the different applications.
Recommendation: Determine the utility of the various use cases with a broader audience,
perhaps in a survey setting to allow for anonymized responses. If workshop formats are desired,
providing travel stipends, opening discussions to the global community, and removing the
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requirements to use FOUO and NDA protocols would help boost participation. In addition,
specific scientific, technical, and policy requirements about the database content, creation,
management, maintenance, curation, and access and security protocols should be developed and
vetted among the respective stakeholders for each database.
Theme: Gene synthesis companies would like a federally sanctioned database for screening
orders; in contrast, representatives from federal agencies are hesitant to provide regulation
beyond the select agent list and the voluntary HHS screening framework guidance.
The fundamental point of contention throughout the workshop surrounded the development
of an “official” government sanctioned SOI database for screening orders. This was largely due
to the conflicting interests of the commercial gene synthesis community and the current
voluntary policies outlined by the HHS screening framework guidance.2 Gene synthesis
companies are interested in a federal stamp of approval on a database, or in the federal
government creating a database to support screening orders. Some government participants,
however, indicated that they may not be ready for such an endeavor for various reasons: (1)
technical challenges (e.g., lack of scientific definitions bounding SOI, homologies, etc.); (2) an
unwillingness to regulate the BSAT agents at the sequence level because of perceived additional
burdens on the research community; (3) the risks surrounding the idea of the government “telling
people what to buy” to ensure a level of quality; (4) concerns that there would be overreliance on
a database for due diligence; and (5) the liability and public perception risks of false positives
and false negatives. As such, participants said they believe that additional R&D is required for an
operationalized SOI database for screening orders. Government officials from the Office of
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) and HHS did indicate that an interagency effort had
been initiated to revisit the governance of biosecurity and that the screening framework guidance
would be revised in response to recent biotechnology developments.
Recommendation: Involve industry representatives in the upcoming interagency discussions.
In addition, it will be important for all stakeholders to understand the fundamental science that
informs an operational SOI database for screening orders. Key scientific experts should be
invited to explain the state of the science and the various opportunities and barriers for
operationalizing an SOI database. Participation barriers, such as U.S.-citizen only, FOUO
protocols, and required NDAs, should be eliminated to promote open discussion.

2

The HHS screening framework guidance was established in 2010 to provide voluntary guidance to commercial
entities filling gene synthesis orders. Given the state of the science, the guidance does not recommend the use of an
SOI database for screening orders because of the complexity of defining the conditions of what makes a sequence of
interest. DHS efforts to create an SOI database for this purpose may be at odds with HHS and the broader
interagency policies in biodefense (see DHS, 2010).
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Theme: Several databases exist for the purposes of screening synthetic biology orders; some
combination of their design and capabilities may be optimal as a next step for R&D purposes.
Representatives from the International Gene Synthesis Consortium (IGSC), Battelle, and
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) presented their respective SOI databases.
While the IGSC and Battelle databases were created specifically to aid in screening orders, the
LLNL database was created for other purposes and might not be suitable for this use case. Each
database has distinctive design features that could potentially be combined as an R&D effort in
developing an SOI database for the purposes of screening synthetic biology orders.
Recommendation: Consider a combination of the three databases as a next step to
understand boundary conditions and barriers to operationalization for an SOI database designed
for use by synthetic biology companies to screen orders. Additional recommendations posited for
this use case include
•
•
•
•
•
•

strongly defined ownership and chain of command for the curation and oversight of
information and regular updates
the ability to work with and accommodate the multiple stakeholder groups and interests
the development of a strong foundation of community buy-in for voluntary compliance
and to compel adherence to best practices
broad accessibility across relevant stakeholders, including smaller companies with fewer
resources
funding continuity to ensure frequent content curation, maintenance, and updates
policies and procedures to fairly identify potential risks with an eye toward liability
concerns.

However, it is important to note that DHS might not be able to unilaterally sanction an SOI
database for use by the commercial sector to screen orders without revisions to the HHS
screening framework guidance in conjunction with the broader biodefense interagency.
Theme: There is a need to balance access to a database with the associated security risks.
Participants were divided on how best to balance access with security, and no clear
consensus emerged. Participants agreed that the information provided via an SOI database would
be valuable to many stakeholders to derive scientific and operational insight. Broad access would
be required for several use cases, such as screening orders, voluntary biosafety steps,
countermeasures development, and fundamental research, in order to achieve buy-in and trust
and to enable best practices across the various stakeholders regardless of their resources.
However, the existence of a database could lower the barriers to entry for malicious uses and
enable the potential for reverse engineering. Several strategies were discussed to achieve
balance, such as flexible governance approaches that incorporate proper user access controls,
xiii

tiered access, and defined users based on information classification levels. However, no clear
consensus emerged.
Recommendation: As a recurring discussion point throughout the two days, it is clear that
the balance of access and security requires substantial thought and input across the multiple
stakeholders. For example, it will be important to reconcile the open-access culture developed by
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) via GenBank with the emerging safety and security risks
posed by databases of genetic features. As such, it will be important to continue discussions, and
to undertake research to understand the risks of malicious use and the access and security tradeoffs of various solutions.
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1. Introduction

Over the past decade, the biotechnology economy has experienced remarkable growth,
resulting in the rapid expansion of biological knowledge and application of genetic sequencing
and synthesis technologies. Breakthroughs span a range of domains, from novel treatments of
human diseases to pesticide-resistant agriculture to animal-less synthesized meat products.1
While such technological developments may usher in a golden age for biomedical researchers,
concerns have been raised regarding their potential misuse or abuse. Many new technologies—
such as CRISPR-cas9 (a cut-and-paste gene-editing tool)—have enabled complex biological
synthesis techniques to be accomplished with minimal resources and training. Such advances
have lowered the technical and financial barrier to entry for bioexperimentation outside the
traditional settings of academia and industry.2 In fact, gene editing has been added to the
curricula of many middle and high school biology programs, reflecting the ease of use and
pervasiveness of the technology. In addition, the do-it-yourself (DIY) and open science
movements have been increasing the number of competent citizen scientists, many of whom
operate below the radar of regulation and oversight. Together, these developments create
openings for actors with malicious intent to harness readily available tools and techniques to
create biological threats or bioweapons.3

Biological Threats: The Dual-Use Nature of Biotechnology
The dual-use dilemma of biotechnology refers to the potential for published research that is
intended to advance knowledge and improve public health, animal health, or agricultural
productivity to also be used by a malicious actor to create biological threats. Potential biothreats
range widely, from the potential revival of previously eradicated diseases, such as smallpox; to
the possibilities of engineered chimeric pathogens via gene editing; to the unmonitored synthesis
of fentanyl or other drugs and chemical weapons using biological methods (e.g., via engineered
brewer’s yeast).4 Such biological threats pose unique dangers to public health and national
security in the United States. Of particular concern are the pathogens and biological toxins
designated by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Animal and Plant
1

National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM), Preparing for Future Products of
Biotechnology, Washington, D.C.: National Academies Press, 2017b.
2

Alan Yu, “How Gene Editing Went from Labs to a Middle School Classroom,” webpage, WHYY, May 27, 2017.

3

NASEM, A Proposed Framework for Identifying Potential Biodefense Vulnerabilities Posed by Synthetic Biology:
Interim Report, Washington, D.C.: National Academies Press, 2017a.
4

NASEM, 2017a.
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Health Inspection Service (APHIS) as a biological select agent or toxin (BSAT),5 identified as
posing the greatest potential threat to public health and safety or to domestic agriculture.
Many research organizations have access to BSAT materials for legitimate research
purposes—the development of vaccines, therapeutics, sensors, and detectors—some of which
could be used to develop countermeasures to biothreats. Such organizations are subject to a dense
regulatory environment that is associated with BSAT use, which includes laws, standards,
regulations, guidelines, and voluntary norms to ensure biosecurity and biosafety to prevent the
loss, theft, or misuse of select agent materials. However, because of advances in biotechnology,
the BSAT list may be insufficient as a primary set of items to regulate, as genetic engineering (GE)
may enable the creation of novel or chimeric agents from innocuous, naturally occurring
pathogens. It is important for the biodefense enterprise (in the United States, as well as worldwide)
to stay abreast of the realm of possibility regarding the creation of novel agents outside of the
BSAT list.

Dual-Use Issues Raised by Databases of Genetic Sequencing Information
Databases of genetic sequencing information from people, animals, plants, bacteria, and
viruses stored in an electronic format provide another example of dual-use tools in
biotechnology. These databases (e.g., GenBank,6 the open source, National Institutes of Health
[NIH] annotated collection of all publicly available DNA sequences) aggregate large amounts of
genomic data for a multitude of purposes. Such purposes include basic research (e.g., natural
history, shared evolution or homology identification, biological mechanism and pathway
research, and predictions of function based on an unknown genetic sequence) and the
development of defensive countermeasures, such as detectors, sensors, protective equipment,
vaccines, and therapeutics.
The Need for a Sequence of Interest Database Is an Open Question
There is ongoing discussion among the U.S. biodefense enterprises regarding the
development of a smaller, targeted database for sequences of concern7 (genetic sequences related
5
Select agents are biological agents and toxins that have been determined to have the potential to pose a severe
threat to public health and safety, to animal and plant health, or to animal or plant products. There are 66 select
agents and toxins that are regulated by the Federal Select Agent program. A full list is available at CDC, “Select
Agents and Toxins List,” webpage, undated.

6

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), “GenBank Overview,” webpage, undated.

7

According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) framework, a sequence of concern is
genetic material “derived from or encoding Select Agents and Toxins” as identified through the Federal Select
Agent Program; for international orders, the genetic material may be “derived from or encoding [Commerce Control
List] agents, toxins, or genetic elements.” For this context, sequence of interest (SOI) takes a more comprehensive
meaning and includes both genetic material associated with agents subject to select agent regulations and export
administration regulations and genetic material identified as “appropriate to monitor” in the interest of biosafety and
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to BSAT materials, as defined by HHS) or SOIs (genetic sequences that include, but are not
limited to, BSAT materials that might be potentially harmful to humans, plants, animals, and
economies). The definitional differences between sequence of concern and SOI reflect a broader
inability to provide operational boundaries about what makes a particular genetic element “of
interest” or “of concern.” To date, several public and private databases exist that could be
considered SOI databases. However, these databases were created for specific research or
proprietary purposes. There is an open question regarding whether a centralized SOI database (or
databases) is useful to the biodefense community, for what purpose or purposes, and the
respective scientific, technical, and operational requirements for such a database or databases.
It is important for relevant stakeholders to consider and align on the need for an SOI database
and the subsequent best practices regarding its creation, use, and sharing that balances the utility
of broad access to the research community with the safety and security threats posed by potential
malicious uses of genetic information.
Users of a Centralized SOI Database Would Be Diverse
Discussions regarding the utility of SOI databases would require input from multiple sets of
stakeholders. One set of relevant stakeholders spans the U.S. biological defense programs, which
encompass all federal-level programs and efforts to monitor, prevent, and contain intentionally
introduced or naturally occurring infectious disease outbreaks.8 In fact, biodefense
responsibilities are included in the mission of more than 15 departments and agencies. These
federal entities perform a wide range of activities, including research and development (R&D)
(e.g., characterizing threat of biological agents or creating new detectors), public health
operations (e.g., stockpiling and deploying vaccines and other countermeasures), law
enforcement and investigation (e.g., conducting surveillance or bioforensics of an unknown
agent), and policy development (e.g., maintaining the Federal Select Agent Program).
Another set of stakeholders is the life sciences researcher community in academia and other
research organizations. Like the research arms of the federal biodefense program, these
scientists’ efforts add to the increasing knowledge and applications of biology and synthetic
biology. This includes work with select agents, as well as the general exploration of the novel
technologies available to the field.
The private sector also involves a broad swath of organizations, with pharmaceutical
companies aiding in the development of vaccines, diagnostics, and devices; information
technology (IT) companies creating software for biological applications; gene synthesis

biosecurity. Previous publications on this point detail some of the attributes to determine what makes an SOI, and
the current biotechnology landscape necessitates further discussion between stakeholders (see HHS, 2010).
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U.S. Government Accountability Office, Biodefense: Federal Efforts to Develop Biological Threat Awareness,
Washington, D.C., GAO-18-155, October 11, 2017.
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companies increasing access to genetic material; and other biotechnology firms optimizing
strains for product creation.
Potential Uses of an SOI Database Remain an Open Question
Given the broad interests and diversity of the stakeholder community, potential uses of an SOI
database or databases might also be variable. Potential uses include (but are not limited to)
fundamental science applications, such as mining large data sets to elucidate structure-function
relationships, disease surveillance, natural history, and pathogen evolution; biosafety applications,
such as screening synthetic biology orders, or surveilling R&D efforts at various research
institutions; and pathogen identification and characterization for forensics or intelligence purposes.
To date, the landscape of potential uses of an SOI database is unknown. Furthermore, it is unclear
whether a single database might accomplish all use cases, or whether several distinct databases
would be preferable to stakeholders.
Screening Synthetic Biology Orders as a Potential Use Case
Breakthroughs in genomic science, bioinformatics, and synthetic biology are making it easier
for scientists and amateurs alike to obtain biological materials outside the typical procedures of
obtaining samples from existing stocks or cultures. For example, the synthetic biology
community has created a business model in which commercial entities provide biological
material to the community for a fee, based on electronically submitted genetic sequences. Such a
capability is tremendously valuable for the research community, as traditional techniques to
isolate pure molecules are often time-consuming, low-yield, and costly. However, there are
concerns that a commercial entity may also unintentionally create a biothreat for a malicious
actor by filling a sequencing order without proper screening protocols to identify the nature of
the molecule coded by its electronic genetic sequence. As a scenario example, an SOI database
may be especially useful in improving the screening of gene synthesis orders by companies.
In 2010, HHS released a policy document titled “Screening Framework Guidance for
Providers of Synthetic Double-Stranded DNA.”9 The primary purpose of this guidance was to
minimize the risk of unauthorized individuals, or individuals with malicious intent, obtaining
BSAT materials through the use of synthesis technologies. The framework outlined two major
(yet voluntary) responsibilities for providers of synthetic genetic material:
1. Providers should know to whom they are distributing a product.
2. Providers should know whether the product that they are synthesizing and distributing
contains, in part or in whole, a sequence of concern.

9

HHS, 2010.
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However, given the difficulties in defining the boundary conditions on the meaning of
sequence of concern, it may be difficult for providers to identify products that fall into the
second category, unless they are associated with the BSAT list.10
The HHS guidance suggests that companies create and implement their own protocols for
screening orders. If an order corresponds with a unique sequence from a select agent, it should be
flagged and then undergo further screening. If this screening indicates that the use of the
sequence is not for legitimate purposes, then the company would be required to send the
information about the customer to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and keep the record
of this flagged transaction for eight years. However, if the sequence is not contained in the
company’s protocols (because of new research and biotechnology advances), the order would not
be flagged and would be processed without further action. Because of the accelerated rate of
sequence additions to public databases, the possibility of a sequence of concern not being tied to
current flagging methods is increasingly likely. For example, the number of bases in GenBank
has doubled every 18 months from 1982 to the present, reaching 249,722,163,594 bases as of
December 2017.
The HHS screening framework guidance recommends the development of a database of
sequences of concern or SOIs to help the scientific community in R&D efforts. An SOI database
that is regularly updated, incorporating up-to-date biotechnology advances and a comprehensive
list of agents, along with their associated genetic code, could be useful for all companies to
ensure that their screening protocols are standardized and effective. However, the guidance
acknowledged that an SOI database might not yet be able to aid the screening of synthetic
biology orders, due to substantial scientific and definitional barriers. For example, the scientific
community has not yet aligned on which sequences to include. Nevertheless, the creation of such
a database or databases would be useful to understand the operational and logistical challenges
when implemented to identify potentially malicious research activity by gene synthesis
companies.
Because of the multitude of stakeholders and activities that may use such a database, it is
important to understand both the common—and conflicting—interests and priorities involved in
the development, curation, use, oversight, and regulation of such a database.

Exploration via Workshop
A workshop was convened to start exploring the combined challenge and opportunities
presented by this dual-use nature (of genetic information and, in particular, SOIs), as well as the
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The Federal Select Agent Program is providing guidance to entities that create or use nucleic acids that are
capable of producing infectious forms of select agent viruses or encode for the toxic form of any select toxins if the
nucleic acids can be expressed in vivo or in vitro; or are in a vector or recombinant host genome and can be
expressed in vivo or in vitro, including complete genomes and recombinant or synthetic nucleic acids. Genetic
elements, recombinant or synthetic nucleic acids, and recombinant or synthetic organisms are regulated as select
agents.
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nature and role of associated databases. The organization and execution of the workshop, and
insights gained from it, are discussed in the chapters that follow. Chapter 4 provides both a
factual account of what took place in the workshop and Homeland Security Operational Analysis
Center’s (HSOAC’s) synthesis of conclusions and recommendations. HSOAC’s role was limited
to organizing and convening the workshop, reporting results, and synthesizing conclusions. The
views contained in this report are those of the individual workshop participants and do not
necessarily represent the views of the participants as a whole, or the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security (DHS).
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2. Methodology

The workshop took place over two days—January 29 and 30, 2018—at the office of the
RAND Corporation in Arlington, Virginia. The sessions consisted of a mix of presentations,
panel discussions, and small- and large-group discussions. Because of the potential safety and
security implications of SOI databases, the workshop was designated as For Official Use Only
(FOUO). No classified information was discussed.
This chapter describes the methods HSOAC used to structure the workshop, including
forming an advisory committee, selecting participants, developing research questions and an
agenda, and creating and adapting a facilitation plan.

Advisory Committee
HSOAC developed criteria for identifying, selecting, and recruiting an advisory committee,
and worked with the committee to design and execute the workshop. The committee membership
was designed to cover the following topics:
•

biosecurity and biosafety

•

synthetic biology

•

metagenomics

•

double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) synthesis industry (technologies, customers, regulatory
structure, and business model)

•

pathogen molecular biology, including select agents

•

bioinformatics and data analytics associated with gene sequences (including tool and
database development)

•

sequence analysis for attribution

•

detection of genetically modified organisms.

Based on these technical criteria and the intent of having the committee (like the workshop
attendees) represent government, academia, and industry, we identified 14 candidate advisers
from five government agencies, two academic institutions, and three industry organizations.
HSOAC and the Science and Technology Directorate decided to restrict the committee to
government employees because of the FOUO designation, so that sensitive security matters
could be freely discussed. This restriction reduced the original list of 14 candidates to eight
government employees. These candidates were reviewed with the Science and Technology
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Directorate, and a prioritized list was created. Five candidates agreed to join the committee
representing HHS, the Intelligence Community (IC), and the U.S. Department of Energy (DoE).
The committee was asked to support the following processes:
•

designing the workshop, which included advising on workshop protocols related to
security and confidentiality, suggesting presentations, and suggesting breakout sessions

•

providing information about current and potential uses of synthetic biology databases and
to develop workshop topics

•

identifying attendees by suggesting subject experts from across government, industry,
and academia who offer a wide range of perspectives

•

participating in the workshop, through attendance or volunteering to present topics and
co-facilitating discussions

•

reviewing and commenting on the workshop report.

The committee contributed to all but the last process. After two committee meetings, some
committee members indicated that they did not have approval from their organizations to support
another agency’s program in an official capacity. They were active participants in the workshop
but were not available to review and comment on the report.
Advisory Committee Guidance
The committee members provided important insights about synthetic biology trends, risks,
and stakeholders. In effect, committee meetings were test runs of the workshop, helping HSOAC
develop prompts to yield productive discussions. It is important to note that some members of
the advisory committee expressed substantial unease regarding the primary workshop goals.
These members believed that this workshop was being conducted unilaterally by DHS and
outside of the normal interagency processes. They also believed that that the goals of developing
an SOI database specifically for screening orders might be against established policies. They
expressed concerns of liability and were unwilling to provide a perceived shortcut for industry in
their screening responsibilities that are outlined in the 2010 screening framework guidance. In
their view, a government-sanctioned database for screening orders shifted liability from
companies to the federal government and that perhaps the fundamental science had not advanced
to the point where an SOI database was ready to operationalize for due diligence. Table 2.1
summarizes key comments from the committee and the resulting effects on the workshop design.
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Table 2.1. Advisory Committee Guidance
Advisory Committee Insights

Workshop Design Effects

The existing HHS framework for screening orders for
genetic materials calls for matching the requested
material to the GenBanka database in order to flag a
particular sequence. A custom database designed to
support order screening might be counter to the
framework.

The Science and Technology Directorate project
manager contacted the White House’s Office of
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) to confirm
that exploring SOI databases is not in conflict with
emerging biosecurity policy initiatives. OSTP agreed
with the premise of the workshop, and the key
official gave a presentation about current biosecurity
trends.

The workshop should include use cases for sequence
databases beyond screening orders.

The workshop, originally designed to focus on
screening orders, was redesigned to have
attendees identify additional use cases.

Each use case would likely require different database
features.

The workshop included separate breakout groups
for each of the six use cases to identify the unique
database requirements for each use case.

Industry providers of genetic materials may be
concerned that the government wants to regulate
at the genetic sequence level rather than the select
agent level.

The workshop introduction stressed that its purpose
was not policy development nor regulatory
development, but rather to guide research and
development toward SOI databases, and to
understand their potential applications and design.

Developing and using sequence databases likely
poses informatics challenges regarding large
databases and complex matching algorithms.

An informatics expert was included on the HSOAC
project team, and bioinformatics experts were
included among the attendees. However, this
expertise may still have been underrepresented in
the workshop.

Several industry and academic experts could inform
workshop discussions.

Several attendees resulted from committee
recommendations.

a

GenBank is the database of publicly available genetic sequences and curated by the NIH (see NCBI,
undated).

Participants
The workshop was designed to be an invitation-only event, limited to roughly 40 community
leader attendees in order to foster a small-group environment with active participation. Because
of the FOUO nature of the workshop, participation was limited to U.S. citizens only, per
government regulations. HSOAC budgeted a small amount of money as a contingency to help
support, on a case-by-case basis, critical attendees who could not attend without financial
support. However, no travel stipends were explicitly offered to participants, including invited
speakers. Only one participant from the advisory committee asked for assistance in covering a
portion of the expenses.
With input from our DHS sponsor and the advisory committee, HSOAC developed a
recruitment plan for the workshop to ensure broad representation from the various stakeholders.
HSOAC compiled a list of roughly 100 potential invitees, stratified across the stakeholder types
in government, academia, and industry. Roughly half of the invitee list consisted of government
officials because of the broad interagency involvement in biodefense topics. All participants
were prioritized into three tiers, and invitations were sent in a staggered manner, both to limit
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participation and to ensure adequate representation. Upon acceptance of the invitation, nongovernment attendees were required to sign nondisclosure agreements (NDAs) that explained
FOUO protocols.
Attendance
Of the roughly 100 invitations sent, 36 participants indicated that they would attend the
event. Twenty-eight participants attended both days, with an additional four and two participants
attending on Day 1 or Day 2, respectively (Table 2.2). About half of the participants were
government officials, spanning DHS, HHS, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), FBI, DoE,
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the IC, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA). The remaining half of the participants represented, in roughly equal proportion, the
industry and the research community on Day 1. Industry representation was skewed toward the
synthetic biology industry, with little or no representation from developers of countermeasures,
therapeutics, or prophylactics. Participants from the research community were largely database
developers, and there was little or no representation from the broader R&D community. On Day
2, there was significant and unexpected attrition from the research community, leaving only four
representatives.
Table 2.2. Participant Attendance Tallies

Participant

Accepted
Invitation

Attended
Both days

Attended
Day 1 only

Attended
Day 2 Only

Day 1 Total

Day 2 Total

Government

21

16

1

2

17

18

Industry

8

8

8

8

Research
Community

7

4

3

7

4

Total

36

28

4

32

30

2

Research Questions and Facilitation Plan
The purpose of this workshop was to discuss the needs for an SOI database across the broad
community of stakeholders. Working with the DHS Science and Technology Directorate sponsor
and advisory committee, HSOAC developed six key research questions to help guide discussions
and focus brainstorming sessions. Interactions with participants at the workshop led to questions’
subsequent modification; both the original questions and their modified versions are shown in
Table 2.3.
Workshop Design
HSOAC designed an agenda and a facilitation plan to guide moderator-participant
interactions and ensure continuous focus on productive discussions toward answering the
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research questions (see Appendix B). The facilitation plan describes three types of activities over
the course of the two-day event: (1) introductions, workshop norms, and ice breakers; (2) panel
discussions and invited speakers to provide relevant background regarding the current state of
existing databases, the regulatory environment, and current challenges faced by the synthetic
biology community; and (3) brainstorming sessions to develop use cases, database requirements,
barriers, and safety and security risks. Through these activities, the workshop elicited input from
attendees about the characteristics for developing an SOI database. Attendees were seated at
small group tables (about six per group), with seat assignments meant to allow representation
within each group from the government, industry, and research communities. At several key
points, participants were asked to offer opinions, brainstorm, and vote on options with the use of
Sli.do, a web-based survey tool. Sli.do provided facilitators the ability to poll the audience in an
anonymous fashion and display real-time results to foster additional discussion.
The workshop activities were designed to proceed as follows:
Day 1
•
•
•
•

•

•

Welcome session, in which HSOAC and Science and Technology Directorate officials
introduced the topic and research questions
A Sli.do poll designed to elicit learning objectives from the attendees
Full-group brainstorming activity, designed to garner consensus around the definition and
attributes of SOIs within the context of biodefense
Speaker presentations to describe the current synthetic biology landscape
o David Rejeski of the Wilson Center, an expert in synthetic biology, delivering
perspectives on the current state and future directions of the field
o Theresa Lawrence, director, Division of Biosafety, Biosecurity, and Countering
Biological Threats within the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response at HHS, presenting on the current regulatory environment.
o Todd Peterson, chief technology officer of Synthetic Genomics Inc., and board
chair of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium (IGSC)
o Howard Salis of Pennsylvania State University, with an academic and industry
perspective on screening synthetic biology orders
o Panel-style question-and-answer session
Speakers on the design and intended uses of their respective SOI databases
o James Diggans of the IGSC
o Trevor Petrel of Battelle
o Tom Slezak of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
o Panel-style question-and-answer session
Small-group brainstorming session on the potential uses of an SOI database, based on the
context provided through the preceding talks.
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Day 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keynote talk from Gerald Epstein of OSTP
Exercise to align the HSOAC synthesized use cases from the previous day’s final
brainstorm
Brainstorm activity regarding stakeholders, stakeholder roles, and database requirements
of the six use cases
A Sli.do poll to determine a prioritization order of the use cases
Brainstorm activity regarding the risks posed by an SOI database and potential funding
models
A repeat Sli.do prioritization poll to assess whether the discussions changed participant
priorities
Final comments.

The full agenda, as originally planned, is provided in Appendix A.
Evolution of Agenda, Facilitation Plan, and Research Questions in Real Time
It is important to note that the research questions, agenda, and facilitation plan evolved over
the course of the workshop in several ways. While our goal was to find areas of consensus for
development of an SOI database, it became clear that the interests of participants were more
complex than initially expected. For example, a major point of contention revolved around
management and funding of the database, and this was voiced early in discussions on Day 1.
Several attendees from private industry said that they wanted the government to develop and
manage an SOI database. In contrast, attendees from federal agencies said their respective
organizations would be reluctant to take on such activities. Because of these differences in
interest and priorities, it was difficult to have productive discussions and find areas of consensus.
We shifted research questions and the goals of the workshop to facilitate productive
discussion while adapting to these perspectives (Table 2.3). Major changes included
•
•
•
•
•

giving more time to the discussion around defining SOIs
eliminating some of the planned anonymized polls and other systematic methods to elicit
perceptions from all participants
allocating more time to brainstorming activities at the expense of consensus building and
voting activities
removing the discussion of barriers to database development, to make time for the topic
of funding models
discussing general risks in the aggregate instead of discussing risks in the context of each
use case.
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Finally, a few high-level government officials indicated to the larger group that they were
interested in the development of an SOI database only for the purpose of screening synthetic
biology orders, which introduced a bias in subsequent discussions. Participants then focused their
brainstorming discussions around a database designed to screen orders rather than databases for
other uses cases, despite facilitators’ efforts to broaden discussions. As a result, discussions
around risks and funding models later in the workshop focused only on screening orders.
Table 2.3. Evolution of Research Questions in Real Time During the Workshop
Research Questions as Planned

Research Questions as Executed

Question 1. What are current and anticipated future
Omitted
scientific and biodefense problems to which a sequences of
interest database could provide a potential solution?
Question 2. What are the primary use cases for a
sequences of interest database, and who are the users for
such use cases?

Becomes question 1 (wording unchanged)

Question 3. Is there utility in a database (or databases) of
SOIs for the purpose of screening orders?

Becomes question 2 (wording unchanged)

Question 4. Given the abundance of sequencing databases, Omitted
is there utility in establishing a database or databases of
SOIs that can be used by the broader community instead of
individual databases for each stakeholder?
Question 5. What are the scientific, technical, safety and
security, funding/continuity, user/sharing, and maintenance
requirements for such databases? What are the major
barriers to achieving such requirements?

Question 3. What are the scientific, technical, safety
and security, funding/continuity, user/sharing, and
maintenance requirements for such databases?a

Question 6. What are the risks and safety implications
surrounding the existence of such a database? What are
some mitigation strategies of safety risks?

Question 4. What are the risks and safety implications
surrounding the existence of such a database(s)?b
Question 5. What are potential funding models for such
a database that ensures access and continuity?

a
b

The revision to question 5 (new question 3) omitted the barriers to requirements.
The revision to question 6 (new question 4) omitted the mitigation strategies of safety risks.

Distillation of Themes and Recommendations
Upon conclusion of the workshop, the HSOAC team analyzed and coded notes and
transcripts from the talks and brainstorming sessions and used thematic analysis to organize key
findings into themes and recommendations. The team met biweekly to discuss progress and align
on key concepts and thematic elements. Recommendations for the future are based on recurring
themes.
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3. Results

This chapter summarizes the proceedings of the workshop, including the speaker
presentations, small- and large-group discussions, and brainstorming activities as they unfolded
throughout the two days.

Learning Objectives of Participants
Early in the Day 1 activities, HSOAC conducted the first Sli.do poll, designed to identify
topical priorities of the attendees and to help HSOAC facilitators devise probing questions to use
throughout the event. Major topics included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

defining an SOI
safety and security concerns, including risk of malicious use by bad actors
improving transparency and collaboration between all relevant stakeholders, particularly
between industry and government
technical features of the database, such as standardized elements and metadata
scientific features of the database, such as matching parameters, issues regarding genetic
homologies (genetic sequences that are similar but not identical due to shared evolution),
and biological pathways
funding, maintenance, and continuity
access management.

In general, these topics were in line with the broad research questions and agenda items
designed by HSOAC.

Defining an SOI
The workshop next shifted into a full-group discussion to determine what makes a genetic
SOI. As previously noted, it was difficult to find areas of consensus among the participants, and
there was disagreement even among the various representatives of federal agencies. Table 3.1
describes key topics of agreement and disagreement among the participants.
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Table 3.1. Topics of Agreement and Disagreement Regarding Definitions and Boundary
Conditions of SOI
Agreement

•

SOI is a genetic element that is potentially harmful
to humans, animals, plants, or economies, either
intrinsically or due to unintended or malicious
misuse

•

BSAT list is good starting point for discussion

Disagreement
•

It is possible to operationally define SOI for a
database

•

Regulating at genetic sequence level is overly
restrictive for R&D and scientific progress
Which portions of genomes should be included
Sequence lengths

•
•
•

Sequences beyond BSAT list should be included

•

•
•
•

Disguising acceptable levels of variation is
scientifically challenging due to homologies and
replication-based mutation rates

•

SOI definition variable based on intended use of
SOI database

•

SOI definition should be based on “risk” that might
be mitigated by an SOI database

Which other sequences?
o Virulence factors
o Antimicrobial resistance genes (AMR)
o GE markers
Sequence lengths
Sequence homologies

Participants did agree that an SOI is a genetic element that is potentially harmful to humans,
animals, plants, or economies, either intrinsically or due to unintended or malicious misuse. They
noted that BSAT, as an established regulation and a protocol for reporting suspicious behavior
(e.g., to the FBI), was a good starting point. However, there was concern that regulating the
BSAT list at the genetic sequence or element level, rather than the agent level per current
regulations, would be overly restrictive and hamper scientific progress, as many gene elements
contained within select agent genomes are harmless. There was no consensus on which portions
of the genomes associated with the BSAT list should be included.
Participants also agreed that SOIs should be broadly defined beyond specific sequences
associated with agents on the BSAT list. However, participants struggled to identify, define, or
agree on which sequences or portions of sequences (e.g., virulence factors, GE markers,
antimicrobial resistance genes) should be included that were not tied to BSAT. For example,
there was some discussion regarding sequence lengths stemming from the recent construction of
an infectious horse pox from seemingly innocuous fragments. However, no clear
recommendations regarding optimum lengths emerged.
Defining a broader list of SOIs beyond those associated with the BSAT list also has technical
challenges. Concerns were raised about how to address homologies. It was noted that a sequence
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from an innocuous variant of a pathogen could potentially be used to engineer a more dangerous
one. Restrictions placed on innocuous homologies, it was noted, would unnecessarily burden the
research community. Many participants believed that the existence of homologies as a
phenomenon could make it nearly impossible to establish boundary conditions for SOIs. In
addition, participants noted that distinguishing between naturally occurring pathogens and the
engineered version of the same pathogen (e.g., naturally occurring swine flu versus swine flu
engineered in a lab for research purposes) is important but scientifically difficult, especially
when accounting for normal variation caused by the high replication-based mutation rate in
many pathogens.
One important discussion point revolved around the idea that the link between a genetic
element and its associated biological function is not fully understood. This could also complicate
efforts to create the boundary conditions for an SOI, especially as in relation to rules and
guidance for an industry that screens synthesis orders. There was significant interest from
synthetic biology companies to have boundary conditions explicitly defined and provided by the
federal government. However, many government representatives suggested that such guidance
from the federal government was explicitly against current HHS policy, namely the 2010 HHS
screening framework guidance. Because discussions surrounding policy and implementation
were beyond the scope of this project, and outside of the DHS mission, facilitators directed the
conversation back to brainstorming definitional elements.
Because of the difficulties in defining SOI elements, the discussion evolved into identifying
reasons why a particular sequence might be “of interest.” Participants agreed that ultimately, the
definitions of SOI would be bounded by potential risks that may be mitigated by an SOI
database. For example, one risk posed by the group was the possibility of the creation of an
infectious genetically modified pathogen based on editing the genome of an innocuous pathogen.
An SOI database that contains GE marker sequences would help mitigate such a risk, and
therefore GE sequences should be included in such a database. The risks identified in this portion
of the brainstorming session are described in the Risks section.

Day 1: Keynote on Synthetic Biology Today and in the Future
Drawing on key policy-relevant documents, David Rejeski, director of the Technology,
Innovation, and Environment Project at the Environmental Law Institute, addressed participants
on using the current state of synthetic biology to predict regulatory needs for future advances.
In July 2015, the White House issued a memo titled “Modernizing the Regulatory System for
Biotechnology Products,” which directed three pieces of analysis:
1. the development of an update to the Coordinated Framework for the Regulation of
Biotechnology
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2. formulation of a long-term strategy to ensure that future potential risks as a result of
biotechnology advances are mitigated while not limiting the benefits of innovation
3. “an external, independent analysis of the future landscape of biotechnology products
with a primary focus on potential new risks and risk-assessment frameworks.”11
This third piece of analysis called out in the White House memo was conducted by
NASEM,12 and its results were presented to the participants.
The definition of biotechnology product for the NASEM study was broadly inclusive of
genetically engineered organisms, plants, and microbes. A DNA product, for example, is a
“product” for data storage. Looking at all the types of products, the study’s authors came to the
conclusion that many future products may be similar to what we recognize as products today, but
the pathways to get to those products may be new. They created a spectrum based on complexity
and novelty: familiar or noncomplex, unfamiliar or complex, and unfamiliar and very complex
(see Figure 3.1).

11

John Holdren, Howard Shelanski, Darci Vetter, Christy Goldfuss, Executive Office of the President of the United
States, “Modernizing the Regulatory System for Biotechnology Products,” memorandum for heads of Food and
Drug Administration, Environmental Protection Agency, and U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
July 2, 2015.
12
NASEM, Preparing for Future Products of Biotechnology, 2017.
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Figure 3.1. Biotechnology Products Categorized by Complexity and Novelty

SOURCE: Adapted from Rejeski’s slides that reference NASEM, 2017.

The study team analyzed 260 biotechnology products across this continuum, which were in
turn mapped based on timing and probability (on market, under development, or early stage
concept). The resulting coded list of biotechnology products is online and publicly available. The
intent in creating this open list was to provide a peer-reviewed database that could be built upon
to inform regulatory processes and horizon-scanning of risk pathways. The current regulatory
process falls behind the pace of technology development due to lack of situational awareness, in
terms of what is currently in development (proprietary challenges). This leads to blind spots in
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how to properly evaluate and regulate the risks and benefits of disruptive technologies. If
connections are not robust between biological innovators (in industry and academia) and the
federal agencies that regulate them, then the potential blind spots will be harder to mitigate.
Not only is the breadth of biotechnology products large, but the range of business models and
actors is broad. The business-to-business and business-to-consumer models do have associated
formal governance approaches, such as regulations and voluntary agreements, but consumer-toconsumer and consumer-only (e.g., DIY) models are not currently covered by the regulatory
landscape. New funding models have also exploded in popularity for biotechnology, such as
crowdfunded capital, crowdfunded equity, donor driven, incubator/accelerator driven, and
community labs.
Rejeski stated that the current biotechnology regulatory system is complex, fragmented, and
does not entirely capture the current field of business and funding models. The system is hard to
access and navigate, which can be a huge barrier to innovation. It can be especially difficult for
small companies to complete a potentially 20-year-long, high-investment process to obtain
approval for their biotechnology products. A single point of entry into the market for the
regulatory process, such as a federal coordinating office, would help companies and individuals
better decipher what is regulated and, if it is, how to engage the appropriate regulatory entity.
Such a coordinating office has been put in place for nanotechnology, but not for biotechnology.
Participants asked Rejeski about how to “narrow biotechnology down” to a set of companies
that could benefit from this potential federal office of biotechnology. He responded that the
intent would be to have something that could cater to the needs of smaller companies that
otherwise would find it challenging to navigate the current regulatory process. Currently, these
companies are incentivized to do “innovation through imitation” because the regulatory process
is easier to follow when others have paved the way. He cautioned against narrowing the
regulatory scope of a federal coordinating office so that regulators can see who comes in,
organically. Having such an office could also be a key security mitigation measure because it
would allow for a touch point to the DIY-bio community. By having an online resource
component to the coordinating office, the federal government could track who accesses and
contributes to the database of biotechnology products, as well as what methodological processes
are being used. It would also allow the federal government to give early warning to companies
about potential regulatory hurdles
Giving biotechnology companies information about what data they will need to provide and
how expensive or how long it will take to go through the regulatory process would be valuable to
do earlier in the process rather than later. With $1 billion in venture capital money for
biotechnology, many projects ramp up quickly with large amounts of money. For the sake of
innovation and at this level of effort, it would be good for the federal government to ensure that
innovators thrive and do not get stuck in the regulatory system. For example, one company spent
more than $1 million trying to figure out which agency regulates what in biotechnology—money
that could have gone toward research. Others mentioned that inability to understand which entity
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acts as the regulator can lead some companies to erroneously conclude that the product or
process is not regulated at all.
Rejeski asserted that projects are falling through the cracks in the current regulatory
landscape, suggesting the need for a combined effort to catch some of the security risks before
they become threats. He emphasized that the risk assessments are nontrivial and can be very
complicated. A participant commented that the resources in the federal agencies and the skill sets
of personnel might not be able to handle such a large task as presented in this presentation. There
was additional discussion on how the CDC and APHIS could use this resource for horizonscanning, which would add substantial value to their current abilities.

Three Perspectives on Screening Orders for SOIs
Three panelists provided perspectives on screening orders: one with federal agency
experience, one with industry experience screening synthesis orders, and one with both academic
and small business experience.
Theresa Lawrence, the director of the Division of Biosafety, Biosecurity, and Countering
Biological Threats at HHS, presented on the current regulatory environment. Lawrence reviewed
the history and origins of oversight in biotechnology leading up to the 2010 HHS framework
guidance, and she said that oversight of screening orders must balance risk with innovation and
incorporate the stakeholders involved. Many plans and organizations have been put in place to
establish this balance, leading up to final guidance on screening dsDNA synthesis orders. The
key mechanism of this guidance is that it is voluntary, rather than mandatory, to ensure agility.
The regulatory process takes time, and a voluntary framework allows for sharing of best
practices with the international community. The regulatory agency has learned that the
commercial industry has acted responsibly under this guidance. An underlying piece of the
guidance is that synthesis order providers should know who customers are and whether their
products could pose a hazard. The guidance describes a two-part screening of sequences and
customers and presents the requirements in place for when “red”13 and “yellow” flags result from
the screening process.
The technology landscape for screening orders is still evolving. The relevant technologies are
increasingly available and affordable around the world. Plans are currently under way to update
federal guidance, because of this changing and evolving landscape.

13

As per screening framework guidance, a red flag includes but is not limited to a potential sequence of concern
(sequence fragments of the BSAT list) that is ordered by (1) a customer whose identity is not clear or who is evasive
about its identity; (2) a customer who is not expected in the course of its normal business to place such an order; or
(3) a customer who requests unusual labeling, shipping procedures, or provides unusual forms of payment. If an
order is flagged as a red, the framework recommends that providers conduct follow-up screening of both the order
and the customer.
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Most of the industry-affiliated participants had equity in the business of screening synthesis
orders. Todd Peterson, board chair of the IGSC and chief technology officer of Synthetic
Genomics Inc., detailed how synthesis companies have voluntarily organized and established
protocols to abide by the screening framework guidance. His presentation highlighted that the
issue of screening orders is an international one, as there are many non-U.S. companies in this
field. In order to reduce risk of malicious use, a common practice among companies is not to
fulfill orders from the DIY-bio community. However, even with this cautious approach,
customers could circumvent screening efforts by ordering for a friend or using a spurious
address. Over the past decade, private companies have manually curated a database from
publicly available information to ensure compliance with the federal guidance. (The IGSC
database, among others, was described in detail to the workshop participants later in the day.)
Peterson said that many yellow flags are generated currently through the screening process
because entire genomes are screened. In essence, highly conserved gene sequences are present in
many species, and screening at the genome level of BSAT agents often flags completely
harmless genes that just happen to be present in the genome. Each company has its own way of
following the guidance, but the IGSC industry group provides tools and mechanisms to ensure
quality, as well as a community of organizations that meet monthly and keep each other up to
date on suspicious orders.
Howard Salis, a synthetic biology professor and researcher at Pennsylvania State University
and director of De Novo DNA, presented a perspective on developing and validating predictive
models and algorithms to accelerate organism engineering and on the associated technical
challenges with hosting a sequence synthesis software. He described two main challenges and
potential solutions to SOIs and an SOI database: (1) identifying informative SOIs (using a Bayes
factor ratio to avoid overly simple comparisons that could contribute to false positives in the
screening process); and (2) ensuring database security (using cryptography, specifically hashing,
to allow comparisons to be made without publicly disclosing the database). Salis concluded with
the message that an SOI database would need to be fast, user-friendly, and accurate, with a clear
definition that any “hits” are simply “leads” (not evidence) to initiate an investigation. It would
also need to have a clear reporting process for providing metadata.
In the discussion portion of the panel, industry-affiliated participants, again, called on the
federal government to provide a stamp of approval for a screening database or to create a federal
database. Government participants presented several potential problems with this suggestion,
including a potential risk of the government “telling people what to buy” to ensure a level of
quality, which would go beyond the realm of guidance. Another participant asked what
incentivizes companies to join the IGSC and presented the concern that small companies do not
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have resources to go through the process of becoming a certified member.14 Peterson responded
that most companies see the value in leveraging the best practices of the IGSC.
A question was posed to the panel about third-party DNA providers and how to ensure that
orders are screened appropriately, especially because distributors can be located outside the
United States. Peterson said that end users must always be identified for purposes of biosecurity,
and that many orders are turned away if the end user is not known. As a result of this
conversation, a government participant posited that the intent is not always readily known from
the genetic code, and that any potential threat could be at the biological molecule or organism
level (i.e., what is made that includes the code, not necessarily the code itself). A participant
asked whether there are other ways to go through the screening process when the intent of use is
difficult to decipher from the user’s history or the order. Industry participants responded by
saying that, for business-to-business orders, the organizations and products are reviewed, but it
can be harder to determine threat among higher-order risks, such as at the organism level; this
could require additional scientific knowledge and potentially additional regulation.
There was also discussion about the tolerance of checking sequences, which included
explanatory comments about hashing (fast computationally, but difficult to develop for genetic
sequences in the absence of an existing database)15 and other technical security requirements.
The key conclusion to this debate was that an SOI database would need to be developed as the
starting point so that security features can be tailored to the structure and function of the
database.

Panel on Current SOI Databases
Industry and nonprofit research organizations presented information on three current SOI
databases.
James Diggans of the IGSC described his organization’s database efforts. The IGSC ensures
that its members have protocols that are consistent with federal guidance, and toward this goal
have developed their own database, the Regulated Pathogen Database (RPD). As its name
implies, the database focuses on regulated pathogen sequences. It links the regulated species and
toxin names to GenBank sequence records and NCBI taxon IDs, and the curation approach maps
the sequence to an associated risk level and a point of access. Diggans mentioned that the
process of creating the database was highly manual, and that maintaining and updating this
database was labor intensive. Every company in the IGSC has its own screening system
14

IGSC membership requires compliance with the IGSC harmonized screening protocol. New members are on
probation for one year until demonstration of proper compliance. The harmonized screening protocol is available at
International Gene Synthesis Consortium, “Harmonized Screening Protocol v2.0: Gene Sequence & Customer
Screening to Promote Biosecurity,” November 19, 2017.
15
A hash function is any function that can be used to map data of arbitrary size to data of fixed size. The values
returned by a hash function are called hash values, hashcodes, digests, or simply hashes. Hash functions accelerate
table or database lookup by detecting duplicated records in a large file.
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implementation, but the RPD is a shared reference and is updated based on any regulatory
changes.
Trevor Petrel, research director of Battelle’s applied genomics group, described Battelle’s
SOI database, called THREATSEQ, which integrates algorithms that assign a “threat status” to a
particular sequence and includes a continuously updated biocuration pipeline. The database
includes scientifically defensible literature that is used to update the database regularly. It also
ties sequences to virulence factors. Battelle’s database contains more than 10,000 sequence
entries. When a sequence is screened, the output presents a consolidated report about exactly
what went through the system, specifically showing why a particular sequence may have been
flagged. Petrel indicated that these database design features reduce false positives and save time
for screening sequences.
In response to a participant’s question, Petrel explained that the database is currently hosted
in a secure cloud environment and Battelle has worked to ensure the summary report could not
result in someone reverse engineering sequences. In response to a question about flanking
sequences, Petrel said that everything is linked to publications, and that a subsequent release of
the database was expected to include a contextual functionality algorithm. The whole of biology
is not included, but the database attempts to go beyond just regulated sequences. When asked
how the database could integrate with a screening company’s processes, Petrel said that the
database is offered as a single-site API transfer, to help manage the data import process for
companies based both in the United States and abroad. He stated that about 90 percent of the
database’s users are based in the United States, but that its use is not limited to U.S. companies.
One industry-affiliated participant said that this database could especially add value as a referee
for the second screening presented in the federal guidance, if not used as a primary screen.
Tom Slezak of LLNL presented his organization’s DHS-sponsored SOI database based on
genes of concern, the definition of which was chosen to be broad in this case (beyond the BSAT
list). The database was designed to operate on a government-only basis. Its developers sought to
provide a tool-ready (i.e., compatible with existing querying algorithms, such as BLAST)
database that could change with and leverage research advances. The sources of information for
the database included five categories of SOIs: virulence, antibiotic resistance, biotoxins, GE
markers, and SynBioChem (e.g., harmful chemicals like fentanyl). Public databases and
literature were reviewed to characterize technical requirements (such as relevant metadata) and
scientific requirements (such as novel biothreat sequences). Slezak mentioned that many
boutique (or single-use) databases in the past have been created with private or public funding
but then became unfunded. He also noted that one key hurdle in developing the database was
metadata standardization, as public sources vary widely in what and how metadata is included.
Database entries are from publicly available information and include worldwide sources. The
advantages and benefits of the LLNL SOI database include the expansive use of public
sequences across categories of concern; a focus on genes, not complete genomes; entries that
include both nucleic acids and proteins in many cases; standardized metadata; scalability and
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flexibility; and maintenance of the entries. A main drawback is that there may be gaps and
inconsistencies in what’s been included in the database, which may be difficult to resolve. Slezak
provided a list of use cases for the LLNL SOI database beyond the often-mentioned screening
orders use case, including analyzing whether an outbreak was from a GE source, screening for
individual researchers, exploring the connection between structure and function, and being a
basis for evolving regulatory landscape on select agents. Because the LLNL database goes
beyond the select agent list, and synthesis companies predominantly focus on guidance tied to
the select agent list, it was mentioned that a broad database such as that maintained by LLNL
would be most beneficial for the other use cases presented. Slezak also provided potential
avenues of future research and potential tools that could be developed for end users. One
participant asked how the researchers decided what to include. He responded that they included
only information validated in public research.
Discussion After Presentations
Extensive discussion followed the presentations of the databases, predominantly on access
concerns, potential users, and applicability to screening orders and other use cases. On the
security classification of existing databases, one participant made the point that compilations of
unclassified information may require classification (or at least FOUO designation), because
curating sequence information from multiple sources can support malicious use.
IGSC’s database addresses access concerns by having a limited distribution list, as does
Battelle’s database. A few participants expressed the point that, because the information in all
three databases is in the public domain, the burden of keeping it secret is not worth the level of
effort required or the risk level posed by the existence of the databases. Others pointed out that if
reasons why something is flagged in the Battelle database are included in response to a query,
the metadata could potentially be misused. Further discussion on use cases resulted in classifying
the IGSC as only for screening orders, and the Battelle database as having potential for other use
cases.
Participants agreed that the LLNL database seemed to go “wider and deeper” than other
databases. They noted that, when a company screens an order, it is specifically looking for
certain sequences to comply with the federal guidance and especially the BSAT list. However,
participants commented that the value of a database that draws on a larger swath of biology
extends beyond this specific use, and that sequences beyond the BSAT list may also be
potentially harmful.
The question was then posed to the entire group as to whether it would be desirable for the
LLNL database to be disclosed to the public. From a screening perspective, industry
representatives expressed that it would be “incredibly valuable,” especially if it were validated
from the federal government. Others discussed how the large number of sequences, metadata,
and other components would be valuable to a whole list of users—beyond researchers with
access to sensitive or classified information. This discussion explored the level of interest in
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these genes and their associated factors beyond the select agents list; many concluded that much
of the value of a database lies in its curation of the information.

Use Case Brainstorm
At the end of Day 1, participants were divided into small groups and asked to brainstorm a
list of potential uses of an SOI database and subsequently present their list to the broader group
for discussion. Table 3.2 presents the top three use cases from each small group that HSOAC
distilled into six overarching use cases. Participants were then asked to prioritize up to three use
cases based on potential value and feasibility.
HSOAC distilled the lists from each of the groups into six overarching use cases:
•
•
•
•
•
•

bioforensics and characterization of a pathogen or agent
biosurveillance
screening DNA synthesis orders
voluntary biosafety
fundamental research
countermeasures development.
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Table 3.2. Prioritized Uses of an SOI Database (Results from Small Group Brainstorm) Distilled into Six Overarching Use Cases by
HSOAC
HSOAC Distilled
Categories
Bioforensics and
characterization
of a pathogen
or agent

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Identifying harmful
sequences that may
not be related to
select agents

Intelligence
applications

Harmful sequences not
on select agent list

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

Bioattack and disease
outbreak characterization

Identifying harmful
sequences beyond select
agent

GE detection

Characterizing AMR
genes
Biosurveillance

Characterizing AMR
genes

Open-sourced tool for
R&D to “enable good
guys”

Bioattack and
disease outbreak characterization

Public health and
biosurveillance
Screening DNA
synthesis orders

DNA synthesis order
screening

Voluntary biosafety

Fundamental research

Training machine
learning algorithms
to predict structure/
function
relationships

Screening gene
sequencing orders
Open-sourced tool
for R&D to "enable
good guys"

Voluntary biosafety
tool for DIY, IGSC,
International Genetic
Engineering Machine
(iGEM) members to
screen themselves

Open-sourced tool
for R&D to "enable
good guys"

Identifying homology in
context of sequence
and function
relationships
Identifying harmful
sequence
combinations that may
not be harmful in
isolation

Countermeasures
development

Countermeasures
development (vaccines,
therapeutics, antibodies)

Open-sourced tool for
R&D to “enable good
guys”
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Metagenomic analyses

Identifying harmful
sequences beyond select
agent
Defining pathogenicity for
export control

Day 2: Keynote on Government Management of Risk
Gerald Epstein, assistant director for Biosecurity and Emerging Technologies at the White
House’s OSTP, summarized how biotechnology risks are managed by various U.S. government
regulations and programs. The threats posed by synthetic biology vary substantially, and so do
the risk-control measures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

international bioweapons restrictions by treaties
select agent regulations
biosafety in microbiological and biomedical laboratories guidance
screening framework guidance for providers of synthetic dsDNA
NIH guidelines for research involving recombinant or synthetic nucleic acid molecules
export controls
civil tort laws
guidance for dual-use research of concern (DURC).

These measures are a combination of regulations, guidance explaining safe practices, and
voluntary frameworks. The decentralized nature of biotechnology—across the public and private
sectors, across countries, and across diverse applications—makes it difficult to enforce a
command-and-control approach to manage risk. Epstein stressed that the government should
encourage a culture of responsibility, resulting in self-governance rather than just regulatory
compliance. He advocated that government should improve its ability to assess and communicate
risk so that all the decentralized stakeholders understand how their decisions impact the risks
they either create or face.
Analogies to other technological arenas were discussed, including social media. There are
public interests, such as protecting privacy, avoiding foreign interference in U.S. institutions, and
avoiding negative impacts in child development. The government has very limited control over
the internet marketplace but can identify, analyze, and communicate risks so that providers and
consumers are better informed.
Epstein explained that technology advances make it increasingly easy to enter fields of
research that pose dual use risks. Using the example of gene therapy, he posited that perhaps
government policy should make it harder to participate in such research so that illicit activity is
easier to recognize as being outside the mainstream. He also suggested that some types of
research may pose too much risk, despite potential benefits. Later in the workshop, industry
providers of genetic material agreed with this idea, noting that IGSC members will not fulfill
orders for materials related to smallpox because the risks are too great.
Epstein indicated that the OSTP is initiating a broad review of biosecurity governance, and
he encouraged participants to also support the formal government policy development process
(of which this workshop was not a part). The process will include Federal Register notices to
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solicit public inputs, listening sessions in many venues, and Federal Advisory Committee Act
protocols. Epstein speculated that the time line for this review could occur over the span of one
to two years, and he noted that the 2010 screening framework guidance culminated after analyses
and discussions that began in 2002.
A participant suggested that it would be useful to analyze what has changed since HHS’s
2010 screening framework guidance, among both the science and the community, and what
should be addressed by the guidance updates. Epstein agreed that the technology, the biotech
market structure, and the nature of threats have changed, and that the guidance may have
additions and deletions to address such changes. Another question noted that recent horse pox
research proceeded outside of DURC guidelines. Epstein indicated that this research was
privately funded and many of the risk-control measures focus on government-funded research,
and he noted that this is a challenge that may need to be addressed in the upcoming policy
review.
The international nature of biotech research was also discussed. The guidelines among the
Australia Group, United States, and European Union differ, which means that researchers can get
around restrictions by moving their work among jurisdictions. Epstein encouraged participants to
engage with the policy review process and to elaborate on that point in that forum. He noted that
the United States is a world leader in genetic research, and thus has the technology and market
power to influence policies in other regions.

Use Case Development
HSOAC presented the list of six overarching use cases in Table 3.2 to the attendees for
agreement. In general, there was consensus that the use cases were important for further
discussion. For the purposes of the workshop, the bioforensics use case was changed to
“characterization of a pathogen or agent” because of the potential for raising classified
discussion topics (although participants agreed that it is still a valid and important use case to
explore in a classified setting).
Once the larger group was aligned on the six use cases, participants were again divided into
small groups for two subsequent activities:
1. Each group was given a use case for which participants were to list stakeholders and
characterize their involvement or role with respect to the database (e.g., funder,
software developer, content producer/contributor, user, oversight, regulator).
2. Each group participated in a round-robin activity in which participants were asked to
brainstorm the requirements (e.g., scientific, technical, sharing, safety and security,
oversight or validation) of a database for one use case for 20 minutes, and then switch
to the next use case, for a total of three rounds.
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The goal of the second activity was for each group to discuss and build on the requirements
of the previous group to generate some form of consensus. After each small-group activity, a
representative of the group presented the results to the large group for discussion.
The following sections synthesize and summarize the results of both brainstorming activities
regarding the six specific use cases. These results reflect the discussions held by the small groups
during the workshop and are not meant to represent a complete or exhaustive analysis of all
possible stakeholders, roles, and requirements for each use case. As a result, certain stakeholders
and requirements might not be included in the following tables, as they were not mentioned in
the discussions.
Characterization
Workshop participants generally agreed that a database containing SOIs could be useful to
stakeholders wishing to understand the characteristics of a pathogen involved in a disease
outbreak or a suspected biothreat. In essence, this database would provide a repository of known
sequences to which an unknown pathogen could be compared. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the
stakeholders and roles, and the requirements for such a database, respectively. Empty cells
reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.
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Table 3.3. Stakeholders and Their Respective Roles Regarding an SOI Database for
Characterization

Category
Local government

Stakeholder

Funder

Developer

Producer/
Contributor

User

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Oversight

Regulator

Public Health
Law
Enforcement

State government

Public Health
Law
Enforcement

Federal government

USDA
HHS

x

EPA
DoE

x

x

x

U.S.
Department
of Commerce
(DoC)
DoD
Scientific community

Industry

Philanthropy

x

x

Academia
Law
enforcement
(FBI, DHS)

x

x
x

x

x

Medical,
SynBio
companies

x

x

Bioprospector

x

Contractors

x

x

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.
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Table 3.4. Requirements for an SOI Database for Characterization
Requirement
Category

Requirement

Level of
Agreement

Key Discussion
Points

Scientific

All genomic
sequences and
parts

Moderate
agreement

Too much noise—difficult
to find any signal; no
different from GenBank

Scientific

Reference strains

Moderate
agreement

Could be useful as
baseline information for
comparison

Scientific

AMR, GE markers,
virulence factors

High agreement

Markers, such as CRISPRcas9, would be useful

Scientific

BSAT sequences

Technical

Standardized
metadata with
relevant information

Moderate
agreement

Tagging and annotation, do
not just allow write-ins

Technical

Audience-specific
(user friendly versus
expert user versus
curator)

High agreement

May need different
interfaces for different
types of users; also noted
“IRB feeding data out to
review”

Funding

U.S. government,
private foundations
might be interested
in this use case

Sharing

User access controls
or classification
(tiered access)

High agreement

Allow searching, but limit
amount of information
based on expertise

Sharing

Documentation and
user guide

Sharing

Regular updates
and change list

Moderate
agreement

Sharing

Web UI versus API

Moderate
agreement

These were two categories
brought up by different
groups, but they get at the
same thing

Oversight or validation

Chain of custody data

High agreement

Note who put data in, when
it changed, what they
based it on; control to
manage for corruptibility

Oversight or validation

QA or QC validation

High agreement

Supporting evidence;
control to manage for
corruptibility

Oversight or validation

Interpretation
confidence level

Moderate
agreement

Could be useful in wet lab
setting

Tailor to user skill level

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.

A wide range of stakeholder users would likely include policymakers and scientists both
inside the federal government, from agencies as varied as HHS, EPA, USDA, DoC, DoD, and
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DoE, as well as academia and the medical community outside the government. Although
participants were concerned about overlap with such existing databases as GenBank, they agreed
that an SOI database could be particularly useful for noting baseline information for future
comparison or whether a sequence is a marker of genetic engineering. Building the database in a
structured, standardized way, possibly with the use of tags, could help minimize duplication of
like information upon data entry. Participants saw high value in allowing entries to be annotated
in a way that showed who made changes to the data and when, as well as supporting evidence on
the reason for changes. They also saw a strong need for entries to be highly curated to ensure
quality control. Mindful of the potentially massive amount of information in an SOI database,
participants also noted that the user interface, level of security, and mode of data sharing might
need to be considered in multiple ways to meet the needs of novices and experts alike.
Biosurveillance
Workshop participants viewed biosurveillance as an appropriate use case, noting that its
utility could take several forms: (1) characterization of disease outbreaks for public health
purposes, including identifying AMR genes to identify appropriate countermeasures; (2)
syndromic surveillance based on such indicators as clinic visits; and (3) providing a repository
for information for next-generation epidemiological surveillance tools. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show
the stakeholders and roles, and the requirements for such a database, respectively.
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Table 3.5. Stakeholders and Their Respective Roles Regarding an SOI Database for
Biosurveillance

Category
Local government

Stakeholder

Funder

Developer

Public health

Producer/
Contributor

User

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

CDC

public
health
labs

CDC, FDA

x

x

NBIC

x

Oversight

Regulator

Law enforcement
State government

Public health
Law enforcement

Federal government

USDA
HHS (CDC, FDA)

x (primary
funder)

DoC
DoD
Fish & Wildlife
Service (DOI)

x

USAID

x

National labs

x

DHS
Law enforcement
(FBI, DHS)
Scientific
community

Life science R&D

x

x

x

Data science R&D

x

x

x

Industry

Pharmaceutical
Biotech
Tech companies

International

vaccines

x

x

x
x

World Health
Organization

X

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.
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Table 3.6. Requirements for an SOI Database for Biosurveillance
Requirement
Category

Requirement

Level of
Agreement

Key Discussion Points

Scientific

Must be scalable

High
agreement

Must be able to grow easily as new sequences are
added

Scientific

Tuned to avoid false negatives

Moderate
agreement

Cannot afford to miss recognition that a material may
pose risk; may need to tolerate false negatives

Scientific

Annotate with criteria for inclusion Moderate
agreement

Needs to include the criteria that determined which
entries are included, so that users transparently
understand what is and is not in the database

Scientific

Should be able to track queries

Moderate
agreement

Database could also keep track of queries—that is,
interesting biosurveillance information

Scientific

Should include an exclusion list—
situations where a detected
material should be considered
uninteresting

Low
agreement

Scientific

Needs to have more than just
sequence data to be a useful
biosurveillance resource

High
agreement

Scientific

Entries should note that different
sources of the material have
different implications

Low
agreement

Should note that the source of database entries makes
a difference—e.g., anthrax found in soil on a farm sends
a lesser risk signal than anthrax found in a human blood
sample. (During subsequent group discussion, this point
was debated. The anthrax sequence is the same no
matter where it was found—where it was found comes
into play as the database is used, not in forming the
database.)

Technical

User-friendly interface

Moderate
agreement

Because it will be widely used by more than just SynBio
experts

Technical

Should be usable both “as a
service” and as standalone
system

Moderate
agreement

If that flexibility does not significantly increase cost

Technical

Must always be available

High
agreement

Must be reliably accessible

Technical

Search or analysis results must
be fast, but . . .

High
agreement

Users need a response within an hour when asking the
database to match a material found in a lab, in the field,
or in a hospital to a database entry

Technical

. . . development of the database
can be built over time

Moderate
agreement

Safety or
security

No comments about safety or
security. It does not mean that
attendees did not think that they
are unimportant, just not
highlighted

Funding

Check for adequate existing
databases before launching new
development effort

High
agreement

Sharing

Share data across users and
across producers

Moderate
agreement

Oversight or
validation

Comprehensive, high quality,
and current

High
agreement

Curated, checked for accuracy, updated regularly

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.
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Participants indicated that federal government groups should have the primary responsibility
to populate the database, including the CDC, USDA, and the Fish & Wildlife Service. Similarly,
participants suggested that funding for the database’s development and operation should
primarily be a federal responsibility. However, other potential funding sources were noted,
including foundations and the biotech and pharmaceutical industries. The lead federal agency
(not specified) should solicit inputs from other groups, including the medical community, state
and local agencies, and the private sector. Participants noted that the database would benefit from
international contributions, and they suggested USAID and the World Health Organization as
possibilities.
Participants believed that contract research organizations, national laboratories, and academia
would be the best developers of the database and its user interfaces. They could do so under the
direction of the federal agency managing the database. Participants anticipated a wide range of
users. Public health offices and laboratories at all levels of government monitor detection of
potentially dangerous biomaterials. National biosurveillance programs would also be users,
including the NBIC and its 14 federal participating agencies.
Regarding the scientific and technical requirements for the database, participants stressed that
many users will not be technically versed in synthetic biology or IT. A simple user interface
would be required. Participants also suggested that the database should be available “as a
service” (e.g., available as a subscription service from a hosting provider) and as a standalone
resource that sophisticated users could access for more complicated uses.
Some participants noted that where and how a material is detected makes a difference as to
the importance of the detection. Anthrax detected in farm soil is quite different from anthrax
detection in human blood. It was unclear to participants whether that point puts a requirement on
the database, or whether it just requires users to recognize such differences.
Participants suggested that tracking queries to a biosurveillance database could be as useful
as the answers to those queries. Patterns of queries from public health agencies could indicate
trends in materials being detected and health effects being reported.
There was general agreement that the database needs to always be available and should
return results in less than an hour in response to emergencies. It must also be scalable to grow as
new sequences are identified and should be curated and quality-controlled, given its use in
critical public health situations.
Screening DNA Synthesis Orders
As noted in earlier chapters, screening synthesis orders was a natural use case for an SOI
database, given the potential for misuse or abuse of commercial services to create biomaterials based
on genetic sequences. In general, there was agreement that the creation of such a database was a valid
goal, but there was significant debate regarding its requirements and operationalization challenges.
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Tables 3.7 and 3.8 show the stakeholders and roles, and the requirements for such a database,
respectively.
Table 3.7. Stakeholders and Their Respective Roles Regarding an SOI Database for Screening
Synthesis Orders

Category
Local government

Stakeholder

Funder

Developer

Producer
or
Contributor

User

Oversight

Regulator

x

x

x

x

Public health
Law
enforcement

State
government

Public health
Law
enforcement

Federal
government

Scientific
community

USDA

x

HHS

x

EPA

x

DoE

x

DoC

x

DoD

x

x

Academia
Law
enforcement
(FBI, DHS)

Industry

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Medical, SynBio
companies

x

x

Bio-prospector

x

x

Contractors

Philanthropy
General
public

General public

x

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.
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Table 3.8. Requirements for an SOI Database for Screening Synthesis Orders
Requirement
Category

Requirement

Level of
Agreement

Key Discussion Points

Oversight or
validation

Deployment of database

High
agreement

Centralized web-based database, machine
accessible API, encryptions, JSOA format or
xml

Oversight or
validation

Authorization and
authentication

High
agreement

Varying levels of access control; read-write
per entry per user per group; centralized or
decentralized database; blind screening;
access control

Technical

Data format and quality

High
agreement

Thresholds of quality and metadata; prevent
black hat corruption; defining uses for data
and who can submit something

Scientific

Standard review and
associated process

High
agreement

Defining thresholds for submission (e.g., how
close to small pox does it have to be?);
Screening process and reporting process
(information); need to standardize the
maintenance and periodic updates

Scientific

Well-defined purpose (and
sustained funders)

Moderate
agreement

Tagging and annotation, do not just allow
write-ins; identifying risks

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.

In general, the breakout groups agreed on three core requirements for the screening orders
use case. The first was deployment of the database. Attendees agreed that there needs to be a
centralized, web-based database with an accessible API. Several attendees agreed that a
centralized database would need strong encryption and a guarantee that queries were
confidential.
The second requirement was authorization and authentication. Some attendees argued that
different people will need to use the database for different purposes. Thus, the database would
need granular access control with defined read-write access per entry, user, and groups of users.
Another group of attendees recommended the use of a centralized web service, such as Amazon
Web Services cloud computing or a wiki-type database that would query and curate information.
Several attendees expressed the need for blind screening, but also a need to flag illegal queries
(e.g., those violating export control regulations).
The third requirement was data format and quality issues. Attendees expressed a need for
thresholds of standards for quality in the database’s metadata. Others raised concerns about black
hat corruption attacks, which compromise the database integrity. Finally, another group raised
concerns on how widely available the data would be for people (e.g., in-house or external uses).
Most attendees agreed there were needs for both data consistency and ways to ensure suitable
criteria for submissions.
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Voluntary Biosafety
Biosafety was generally agreed upon as an important use case for an SOI database. In
essence, this use case was described as a mechanism for research organizations in academia and
industry (including the IGSC companies and iGEM competitors), to monitor their own
researchers both for safety and to identify any potentially suspicious activity. Researchers could
also contribute SOIs that they may identify through their own research endeavors. Tables 3.9 and
3.10 show the stakeholders and roles, and the requirements for such a database, respectively.
Table 3.9. Stakeholders and Their Respective Roles Regarding an SOI Database for Voluntary
Biosafety

Category
Local
government

Stakeholder

Funder

Producer or
Developer Contributor

User

Oversight

x

x

x

x

Public health
Law enforcement

State
government

Public health

Federal
government

USDA

x

HHS

x

DHS

x

Law enforcement

EPA
DoE

x

DoC
DoD
Scientific
community

Academia

x

x

Law enforcement
(FBI, DHS)
International
bioethics committee,
community labs,
other DIY labs, iGEM
Industry

Philanthropy

Contractors

x

x

x

x

Medical, SynBio
companies

x

x

x

x

Bio-prospector

x

x

x

x

x (open
access)

x (open
access)

x (internal/
self)

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.
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Regulator

Table 3.10. Requirements for an SOI database for Voluntary Biosafety
Requirement
Category

Requirement

Level of
Agreement

Sharing

Availability of
database 24/7

Sharing

Tiered access
High
(levels based on agreement
institutional
needs) or output
based on user
authentication

Not all information can be shared broadly, but unsure
who should see what information in a voluntary
database

Scientific

Developed
by biosafety
subject-matter
experts

High
agreement

Otherwise cannot make use of database

Sharing

Updated
regularly

High
agreement

Otherwise cannot make use of database

Sharing

Easy to use

High
agreement

Otherwise cannot make use of database

Moderate
agreement

Utility of this feature was debated

Oversight or validation Links to
Institutional
Review Boards

High
agreement

Key Discussion Points

Oversight or validation Contains audit
Low
trails for queries agreement

Otherwise cannot make use of database

Why volunteer to use it if it can be audited, leading to
potential consequences for you?

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.

Participants suggested that biosafety can carry significant legal ramifications and liability
concerns. However, they noted that a voluntary database (as opposed to required) would serve
several stakeholders while minimizing these concerns. Such a voluntary database would serve as
a potential first-pass screening opportunity for an array of stakeholders but would not serve an
authoritative role. Ultimately, a voluntary biosafety database could operate as a guideline for
educating, training, and preparing the community to understand and reduce occurrences of both
well-known and emerging biosafety risks.
Several concerns were raised with this use case, including the difficulty in finding funders,
developers, and oversight for such a database. The suggestion that the database should be open
source to serve a wide community of industry, scientific, and philanthropic stakeholders was the
main discussion point among participants. Open source projects can make use of crowdsourced
development and deposition curation (i.e., the Wikipedia model); however, they present unique
start-up challenges. Industry participants believed that such a database could serve as a useful
tool and baseline for training more complex biosafety software systems, which may ultimately
lower the cost of doing business. The focus of a voluntary biosafety database, as several
participants noted, should be focused on separating the “truly bad and truly good” from the gray
area.
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Fundamental Research
Initial large-group brainstorming among the participants highlighted the potential for using a
sequence database for pattern recognition in areas such as training data for machine learning,
predictive analytics, and homology quantification and combined risk level. Further discussion of
this subset of use cases determined all of these potential advances to encompass “fundamental
research.” It is important to note that the lack of representation from the academic research
community significantly impeded productive discussions of this use case. Tables 3.11 and 3.12
show the stakeholders and roles, and the requirements for such a database, respectively.
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Table 3.11. Stakeholders and Their Respective Roles Regarding an SOI Database for
Fundamental Research

Category
Local
government

State
government

Federal
government

Scientific
community

Funder

Developer

Producer or
Contributor

Public health

x

x

x

x

Law
enforcement

x

x

x

x

Public health

x

x

x

x

Law
enforcement

x

x

x

x

USDA

x

x

x

x

x

x

HHS

x

x

x

x

x

x

DHS

x

x

x

x

EPA

x

x

x

x

DoE

x

x

x

x

DoC

x

x

x

x

DoD

x

x

x

x

x

Academia

x

x

x

x

x

Law
enforcement
(FBI, DHS)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Stakeholder

International
bioethics
committee,
community
labs, other DIY
labs, iGEM
Industry

Philanthropy

User Oversight

x

Contractors

x

x

x

x

x

Medical,
SynBio
companies

x

x

x

x

x

Bio-prospector

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.
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Regulator

x

Table 3.12. Requirements for an SOI Database for Fundamental Research
Requirement
Category

Requirement

Level of Agreement

Key Discussion Points

Scientific

Content curated High agreement
with added value
over existing
databases

If it does not add value, then it is just
GenBank

Scientific

Content not tied
to SOI database

“Must be broader than the BSAT list
for use by fundamental researchers”

Scientific

Metadata
sequence length
determined by
field

Scientific

Output should be
tied to function of
the sequence

Technical

Content userinformed,
stakeholderdriven

Technical

Content
reproducibility

Technical

Content updated High agreement on
monthly
updates, disagreement
on frequency

Technical

Metadata
validation of
information by
developers

Technical

Metadata tagged;
categories may
have hundreds of
fields

Technical

Front-end basic
analytic
visualization tool

Technical

Framework
standard
language
(ontology)

Funding

Confirmed and
long-term
funding

Sharing

Open access
High agreement
with audit trails
and read-only
access for users

One group said it had to
be tied, and the other two
groups and the general
room had the opposite
view

For broad use, the sequence length
should not be constrained

Moderate agreement

One group said, “user-driven” and
the two others said “user-informed,
stakeholder-driven”

Moderate agreement

First group thought validation should
occur by scientific peer groups

Advanced visualization tools by
users, not the database

High agreement

This is a large effort and requires
long-term focus and support by a
funding stream
Best for researchers; will need input
from experts

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.
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For this use case, stakeholders would span all organizations with equity in fundamental
research, from basic researchers (as users) to federal research entities, such as the NIH/NCBI,
DoD, and DHS (as potential funders). Because of the broad application of this use case, the
database would require open access with audit trails and read-only access for users to ensure
appropriate security. Additionally, there was a high degree of agreement that a database for
fundamental research would require confirmed, long-term funding in order to advance research.
In terms of content, the database would need to add value over existing databases. Most
participants agreed that, for fundamental research purposes, the sequences included would need
to be an all-encompassing list across biology (not necessarily tied to the BSAT list). Sequence
length would be determined by the appropriate scientific field, and any output would be tied to
function of the sequence. The database would need to be user-informed and stakeholder-driven,
and it would need to both ensure reproducibility of results and be updated in an iterative fashion
to keep up to date with scientific advances. The participants agreed that this database would be a
very large undertaking, and the research community would have to agree on standard language
(ontology). The number of tagged categories may exceed the hundreds and would need to be
validated by developers. The database would require a basic analytic visualization tool, but
anything more advanced would be expected to be done by the end user.
Countermeasure Development
A database that provides a repository of SOIs was determined to be useful for the creation of
countermeasures, such as sensors, detectors, personal protective equipment, vaccines and other
prophylactics, and therapeutics. The idea is that common sequences among several pathogens or
agents could be identified to develop broad-spectrum countermeasures. It is important to note
that, without representation from the pharmaceutical and biotech industries, BARDA, DoD
research organizations, and academic researchers, participants struggled to develop very specific
requirements of this database. Tables 3.13 and 3.14 show the stakeholders and roles, and the
requirements for such a database, respectively.
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Table 3.13. Stakeholders and Their Respective Roles Regarding an SOI Database for
Biosurveillance

Category
Local
government

State
government

Federal
government

Scientific
community

Stakeholder

Funder

Producer or
Contributor

User

x

x

x

x

x

x

Oversight

Regulator

Public health

x

Law
enforcement

x

Public health

x

Law
enforcement

x

x

x

x

USDA

x

x

x

x

x

x

HHS

x

x

x

x

x

x

DoC

x

x

x

x

x

DoD

x

x

x

x

x

x

Law
enforcement
(FBI, DHS)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Life science
R&D
Data science
R&D

Industry

Developer

Pharmaceutical

x

x

x

x

Biotech

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Tech
companies

x

x

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.
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Table 3.14. Requirements for an SOI Database for Biosurveillance
Requirement
Category

Requirement

Level of
Agreement

Key Discussion Points

Scientific

All data elements and
sequences from basic
research database

Moderate
agreement

Too much noise—difficult to find
any signal; no different from
GenBank

Scientific

Relevant pathways

High
agreement

Discussion about whether it is
worth it due to existence of
GenBank

Scientific

Designation of what has
been tried, and
successes and failures
in development

High
agreement

Many proprietary challenges,
particularly in industry

Scientific

Homologies

High agreement

Scientific

Mechanism of action and High agreement
interaction with
environment

Technical

Standardized data
formatting

High agreement

Technical

Standardized metadata
with relevant information

High agreement

Safety and security

Strong IT security

High agreement

Safety and security

Strong physical security

High agreement

Safety and security

Decentralized Data
Centers

High agreement

Funding

Plan for funding
continuity—potential
licenses for users

Moderate
agreement

Comments that pharmaceutical
firms and others would not pay
for licensing

Sharing

Vetted user access,
personnel vetting
program, etc.

Moderate
agreement

Personnel programs are
cumbersome

Sharing

Tiered secured access

High agreement

Oversight or
validation

Deduplication of data

High agreement

Oversight or
validation

Independent verification

NOTE: Empty cells reflect themes that were either not discussed or not included intentionally.

Participants discussed many safety and security aspects of this database, but such aspects as
strong IT and physical security can be considered general database design features and would not
be unique to this use case. Technical, sharing, and oversight or validation requirements also fall
under good database design practices.
One interesting point raised was that this database should link to sequences that may have
been tried for countermeasure development without success (negative data). However, concerns
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were raised about the challenges to operationalize such a feature because of concerns over
intellectual property among the researchers in academia, government, and industry that would be
involved in development.

Risks
Risks associated with creating, populating, operating, and maintaining an SOI database were
discussed throughout the conference. Risks were the first subject discussed during the conference
when the participants were asked to develop a definition of an SOI. As noted earlier, participants
were unable to create a uniform definition, but they did identify possible risks associated with
having an SOI database, as well as possible risks in the process of creating a database.
Existence of an SOI Database
Five broad themes emerged in the discussion of the risks of having an SOI database.
Low Barrier to Entry

Given the proliferation and decentralization of tools and technologies to perform
bioscience—specifically, synthesis—costs associated with entering the bioscience market are
substantially lower. This is evidenced by the growth of DIY biohacking communities that make
use of cut-and-paste bioscience, potentially outside the supervision of experts who can maintain
safety and properly handle hazardous materials.
Broad Scope of Concern

Screening sequences is useful for identifying SOIs; however, the community lacks a concise
definition of an SOI, and this presents a risk for creating any such database. For example, “of
interest” might broadly refer to a sequence that can cause any harm to any species. This presents
data scaling challenges where depositing and curating data for a wide variety of species require
significant resources. This concern is amplified because prospective users’ needs are not well
understood, prohibiting the ability to prioritize the data deposition and curating processes.
Synthesis and Code-Function Transition

Participants were concerned that eventually a database of SOIs would provide a roadmap for
determining structure-function relationships. Essentially, the worry was that one would be able to
determine the functional aspect of a particular sequence that would make it dangerous, and then
edit it slightly in order to pass screening tests.
General Malicious Use of Databases

Participants suggested that centralized information could be used for nefarious purposes. For
example, one might screen harmful sequences to find a sequence that is not identified, and then
use it in a weapon.
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Public perception

Attendees expressed concerns regarding public perception and subsequent politicization in
cases of false positives and false negatives. Citing the burdensome regulations placed on stem
cell technologies, participants were afraid that unnecessary regulation would significantly
hamper the beneficial R&D enabled by emerging biotechnologies.
Creation of a Database
For the discussion of the risks in creating a database, participants were split into small groups
and were asked to list as many risks as possible in the allotted time. The groups then selected
three risks to share with the larger group for open discussion. The following concerns arose from
this discussion:
•
•
•

•

Users and the community could develop an overreliance on a database for complete
biosafety or biosecurity coverage.
Databases could be used to reverse-engineer or copy a sequence for malicious intent or
economic gain.
Records within the database—the sequences themselves and any curated information
about them—could be potentially accessed through the Freedom of Information Act, if
the database were owned by a government entity.
Level of security, or classification, of information within the records could create barriers
for access (i.e., international or multinational entities could be barred from access unless
database is designated as unclassified).

Several technical risks associated with operating and maintaining relevant and current
information within a database were also discussed. These are excluded from these proceedings
for brevity because they would be a consideration for any database development project and, as
such, they are not specific to developing an SOI database.

Funding Models
For a discussion on possible funding models, participants were asked to brainstorm a list of
models that could support the creation and maintenance of the various SOI database use cases
that were generated. Crowdsourcing, government, philanthropy, commercial, public-private
partnerships, and nonprofit funding models were discussed. After this initial brainstorm, the
participants held an open discussion to explore the feasibility of the funding options.
Although crowdsourcing (where individuals who are often users contribute through
donations of money, operations, and maintenance time) was suggested as a model, several
participants felt it would be infeasible for an SOI database because it could compromise the
ability to trust the information maintained in the database. In addition, such a database would be
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open source, again calling into question the trade-offs between broad access and the associated
risks of misuse.
Two government funding models were discussed: an internal funding model, in which a
government organization would use its appropriated budget to operate and maintain the SOI
database; and a contract-based model, in which a government organization would manage a third
party that would operate and maintain the SOI database under contract.
Throughout the discussion, several pricing or licensing models were discussed for users:
•
•
•

free-to-use model: Users pay nothing to access the database. Some existing governmentowned and -operated databases currently use this model.
subscription or fee-based model: Users pay to access the entire database for a given
amount of time.
pay-per-use model: Users pay based on the computational cost of their queries.

Participants also discussed other possibilities, with less detail than the previous options. They
considered software-as-a-service models (subscription and pay-per-use) as a way to cover costs
and potentially generate revenue for a commercial entity that might operate and maintain the
database. Philanthropic funding models through private foundations were suggested, but there
was little exploration on the feasibility of this funding stream. Nonprofit funders were
mentioned, with the IGSC specifically cited as an organization that might find a way to support
the operation and maintenance of an SOI database through its membership dues.
Throughout the discussion of funding, the participants raised three additional key points:
•

•
•

There is a possible need for a tiered-pricing approach. In a tiered-pricing approach, users
would pay fees commensurate with their size, status, or other distinguishable
characteristic to permit, for example, usage across small businesses, large businesses, and
academia.
Participants were unfamiliar with how other databases (e.g., the NCBI) are funded,18 and
cited this as a limitation in their ability to conceptualize a funding strategy.
Ownership of this database would likely be a liability, and no participants were quick to
volunteer themselves or their sectors as owners.

18

GenBank has been funded via a variety of sources. The Theoretical Biology and Biophysics Group at Los Alamos
National Laboratory and others established the Los Alamos Sequence Database in 1979, which culminated in 1982
with the creation of the public GenBank. Funding was provided by the NIH, the National Science Foundation, the
DoE, and DoD. In the mid-1980s, the Intelligenetics bioinformatics company at Stanford University managed the
GenBank project in collaboration with Los Alamos National Laboratory. During 1989 to 1992, the GenBank project
transitioned to the newly created NCBI. Today, GenBank continues to be funded via NCBI.
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Use Case Prioritization
Participants were asked to rank the use cases based on their preferences between a 1 (lowest
priority) and 5 (highest priority) using the Sli.do live polling tool at two points during the
workshop. The first ranking exercise was conducted after participants aligned on the six use
cases and developed the stakeholder groups, roles, and requirements for each.
HSOAC facilitators then led the participants through discussions on the risks of creating,
maintaining, and operating a database and potential funding models. Then, the participants were
asked to rank the use cases based on their preferences again. A discussion followed to consider
how the distributions changed. From this discussion, the participants loosely positioned the use
cases into four tiers:
•

•
•

•

First tier: Screening orders was considered the most important; however, it is important
to note that a key government leader, immediately before the first ranking, told the
participants that screening orders is the most important use case, which may have biased
responses. Screening orders ranked at the top of the list for both ranking exercises.
Second tier: The characterization use case saw a jump in ranking after discussion due to
a clearly perceived utility.
Third tier: Biosurveillance and voluntary biosafety use cases saw slight decreases in
participant preferences after discussion and represent a third tier of preferences.
Biosurveillance was largely considered to be very similar to characterization. Participants
questioned the need for two different databases (e.g., one for characterization and another
for biosurveillance), as a single database may achieve both aims. In general, voluntary
biosafety was considered to be a low-priority need.
Fourth tier: Fundamental research and countermeasure development use cases were the
least preferred, and their positioning in the rankings did not change after additional
discussion. However, it is important to note that the small representation from the
academic research community on Day 2, as well as the complete lack of representation
from the countermeasures development community, may have influenced this result, as
their interests were not necessarily represented through the course of the workshop.

In addition, it is important to note that these tiers were ranked by a small convenience sample
of stakeholders that does not necessarily generalize to the entire community. But this
prioritization exercise can serve as a starting point for further discussion on the potential uses of
a database containing SOI information.
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4. Key Findings and Recommendations

This chapter outlines the conclusions that emerged from this workshop. We begin with a
discussion of limitations, as they provide important caveats that bound our conclusions and
recommendations for future work.

Limitations
It is important to note that the results from this workshop are limited for several reasons, as
follows.
Attendees Were Not Fully Representative of the Broader Stakeholder Community
The biodefense community spans the gamut of global stakeholders from government,
academia, and industry. While no workshop will have perfect representation because of selfselection processes and scheduling conflicts, our workshop was particularly limited for several
reasons.
1. Restrictions on U.S.-citizen participation only. The biotechnology community is truly
global, and commercial providers of synthetic material serve the international research
community. The workshop did not include perspectives from other stakeholders in other
countries (e.g., China) who operate under different risk management protocols and who
may have different views about the utility of SOI databases. Workshop participants
mentioned the need to harmonize governance of biotechnology and share resources such
as sequence databases across global stakeholders, which would be difficult to design with
only U.S. participants. In addition, increased regulation in the United States would only
increase costs for the R&D community, which in turn could drive some stakeholders to
international competitors who may have fewer safety controls and restrictions.
2. A required NDA for nongovernment participants. NDAs are often perceived as
contrary to the spirit of transparent discussion among the civilian research community.
This may have influenced the low response to the invitation, and subsequently low
attendance rate from academic researchers in the biological sciences community, outside
of database developers. The lack of representation from this community may have steered
the discussion toward the interests of the government and industry without input from a
key user group. This issue was compounded by the fact that there was significant attrition
of academic researchers after Day 1. Most of the group work occurred on the second day,
leading to considerable absence of input from the academic research community. The
researchers who did not attend on Day 2 cited double booking with other events in the
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Washington, D.C., metropolitan area to maximize their return on investment for traveling
to attend the workshop.
3. Little to no representation of commercial interests outside of the synthetic biology
companies. Per guidance from the Science and Technology Directorate sponsor, we did
not recruit representatives from the pharmaceutical and biotech industries or other
developers of therapeutics, vaccines, and other countermeasures. Without such
representation, conversations were likely skewed towards the interests of the synthetic
biology commercial sector, at the expense of other potential commercial interests.
The Evolution of the Agenda, Research Questions, and Facilitation Plan in Real Time
Affected Our Ability to Collect Data in a Systematic Fashion
As originally designed, our facilitation plan had several key voting activities, which were
planned to generate anonymized data from all participants in real time. The idea was that group
dynamics often influence the results of workshop-type events and bias results toward assertive
speakers who voice their opinions at the expense of those who may have quiet personalities or
are unwilling to voice their opinions in public settings. However, our real-time restructuring
necessitated the removal of most anonymized polling activities. Therefore, our results are likely
biased toward interests of the most vocal attendees. In fact, several high-level officials voiced
strong opinions about focusing on the screening orders use case, which likely influenced the
larger group to focus subsequent discussions on screening orders rather than the other use cases.
In retrospect, it is important to consider whether a workshop is the optimal format to conduct
research regarding SOI databases and use cases. Given the diversity of stakeholder interests and
the complex scientific landscape, it could be beneficial in the future to first identify the range of
stakeholder interests and priorities across the community via large surveys or targeted
interviews, as a first step before convening a workshop. This would allow for analysis of
stakeholder priorities without the bias introduced via workshop-like events.
In addition, a series of studies and workshops may be required to generate sufficient depth of
understanding across each topic. For example, one might consider a workshop regarding defining
SOI as its only goal, allowing for focused discussions around each element of SOI (e.g., a whole
discussion devoted to sequence lengths).
Some Attendees Self-Segregated into Government and Industry Groups, Creating a
Barrier to Productive Discussion
Government- and industry-specific factions resulted in some participants becoming resistant
to participation in a productive manner, and some groups talking past each other. As a
consequence, discussions were not productive on several topics. This was particularly notable in
the discussions around screening orders, as both government and industry have separate liability
concerns.
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The Advisory Committee Was Not Able to Continue After the Workshop
The advisory committee provided helpful insights from two preworkshop meetings, but it
disbanded after members did not receive approval from their organizations to support the project
in an official capacity. We had planned for the committee to review and comment on a draft of
this report, but that was not possible. The report still underwent processes for quality assurance,
including both internal and external review from subject-matter experts, which partially mitigates
this limitation.

Overarching Themes and Recommendations
Because of the limitations, it is difficult to draw conclusions from this work that definitively
reflect the interests of the various stakeholders. Rather, this workshop and its results should be
viewed as an initial, exploratory step in discussions surrounding a very complicated scientific
topic that has broad and conflicting stakeholder interests. Here, we identify themes of discussion
that lend themselves to future consideration and research.
Theme: There is need for broad stakeholder engagement, collaboration, and transparency
across government agencies, as well as among the various nongovernment actors in industry and
in the research community.
It was apparent from the start of the workshop that the various stakeholders from
government, industry, and academia were unaware of the interests of others outside their
individual communities and were hearing certain opinions for the first time. Participants
expressed surprise to hear certain viewpoints, even among representatives of different agencies
in the federal government. However, it was also apparent that participants began to understand
the conflicting incentives and viewpoints, and that they learned from one another throughout the
workshop. This suggests that, because productive discussions across these stakeholder groups are
rare, they would be useful ventures going forward.
Recommendation: In developing a database, continue to engage stakeholders to foster
collaboration and transparency. Representatives from OSTP and HHS indicated that plans are
under way to conduct a broad review of biosecurity governance across the whole federal
interagency enterprise. It will be important for discussions regarding an SOI database to be
included in such efforts. It will also be valuable to have broad academic and industry
participation, including researchers from relevant research disciplines and R&D industries, due
to the diverse and decentralized nature of biotechnology research. In addition, global
participation might be necessary, because the biotechnology research enterprise spans many
countries, including China, and overly restrictive policies in one country may lead to black
market or illicit activity in global markets with fewer regulatory burdens. Removal of barriers to
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participation, (e.g., U.S. citizenship, FOUO protocols, and required NDAs) may boost
participation from key sectors.
Theme: There is no consensus on the attributes or boundary conditions that form an
operational and implementable definition of SOI.
From the start of the workshop, participants struggled to define the features that made a
particular SOI. In fact, multiple definitions may exist, and the definitions may depend on the use
case at hand. Participants agreed that the BSAT list was a good starting point, but they struggled
to define which portions of agent genomes to include, as many sequences are harmless.
Participants also agreed that sequences beyond the BSAT list should be included but struggled to
identify, define, or agree on which sequences or portions of sequences (e.g., virulence factors,
GE markers, antimicrobial resistance genes) are the most appropriate ones, due to technical
challenges, such as the phenomenon of homologies, and the difficulty of predicting function
from the structure of a particular sequence. Finally, participants noted that it would be important
to include enough detail to be useful while avoiding information overload.
Recommendation: Clearly define the elements of an SOI as a critical first step for database
development, and for consensus building and acceptance among stakeholders. It is important to
note that this is a longstanding issue that has yet to be resolved. In fact, the fundamental science
may not be mature to the point where a definition can be meaningfully operationalized for
database development. This presents an opportunity for future research, both for the fundamental
science community in solving the technical barriers, and for policy forums to convene
stakeholders and garner consensus and develop best practices. Future policy forums and
workshops should consider devoting entire days to garnering consensus around SOI definitions,
with individual sessions for each point of contention (e.g., homologies, sequence lengths, BSAT
versus other identified materials). Sessions should also include technical presentations regarding
the state of the fundamental science (e.g., the effect of point and other mutations to the fidelity of
a sequence) in order to inform productive discussion around what is scientifically possible.
Theme: There is a need for and value in several distinct applications for an SOI database.
Despite difficulties in defining the elements of an SOI, participants agreed that there is value
in developing an SOI database or databases for several applications. The development of these
databases should be considered an R&D effort to determine best practices, both to understand the
scientific requirements and specifications, and to understand the challenges in operationalizing
the different applications. In general, participants prioritized screening orders as the most
important use case, but this result may have been biased by some participants (specifically,
synthesis companies who have a vested interest in a federally sanctioned database and by the
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interests of key government officials). Other important use cases included outbreak
characterization, biosurveillance, and voluntary biosafety. Countermeasures development and
fundamental research applications were also considered important use cases, but they were
considered of lesser priority. However, the relative importance of, or interest in, these use cases
may also have been skewed by participation bias, in that there were few academic
representatives and no representatives from the countermeasures development community,
including government, industry, and academic representatives.
Recommendation: Determine the utility of the various use cases with a broader audience,
perhaps in a survey or interview setting to allow for anonymized responses. If workshop formats
are desired, then providing travel stipends, opening discussions to the global community, and
removing the requirements of using FOUO and NDA protocols may also boost participation. In
addition, specific scientific, technical, and policy requirements about the database content,
creation, management, maintenance, curation, and access and security protocols should be
developed and vetted among the respective stakeholders for each database.
Theme: Gene synthesis companies would like a federally sanctioned database for screening
orders; in contrast, federal agencies are hesitant to provide regulation beyond the select agent
list and the voluntary HHS screening framework guidance due to concerns of liability.
The fundamental point of contention throughout the workshop surrounded the development
of an “official” government-sanctioned SOI database for screening orders. This point was first
raised by members of the advisory committee, who suggested that the goals of developing an
SOI database specifically for screening orders might be against established policies. They
expressed concerns of liability and were unwilling to provide a perceived shortcut for industry in
their screening responsibilities, which are outlined in the 2010 HHS screening framework
guidance. In members’ view, a government-sanctioned database for screening orders shifted
liability from companies to the federal government, and they raised the question of whether the
fundamental science had advanced to the point where an SOI database was capable of fully
supporting screening due diligence.
These conflicting interests of the commercial gene synthesis community and government
regulators recurred throughout the workshop. Gene synthesis companies, voluntarily organized
around the IGSC, have established protocols to abide by the screening framework guidance,
including developing an SOI database. However, they are interested in a federal stamp of
approval on a database or in the federal government creating a database to support screening
orders. In addition, they are interested in clearly defined boundary conditions in order to reduce
the burden of screening orders. Finally, they believed that it was essential to involve the
international community to harmonize worldwide screening requirements. Disparities across
countries can lead to customers and providers of genetic materials “shopping” globally to
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international competitors with fewer restrictions and, therefore, cheaper services. This could
inadvertently create an unsafe workaround to any regulations.
Some government participants, however, indicated that they might not be ready for such an
endeavor for a variety of reasons: (1) technical challenges (lack of scientific definitions bounding
SOI, homologies); (2) an unwillingness to regulate the BSAT agents at the sequence level
because of perceived additional burdens on the research community; (3) the risks surrounding
the idea of the government “telling people what to buy” to ensure a level of quality; (4) concerns
that there would be overreliance on a database for due diligence; and (5) the liability and public
perception risks of false positives and false negatives. As such, participants believed that
additional R&D is required for an operationalized SOI database for screening orders. They
posited that the HHS screening framework guidance based on a best match with sequences in
GenBank has fostered a culture of voluntary self-regulation and that they believed that the
commercial industry has operated responsibly under the guidance. Government officials from
OSTP and HHS did indicate that an interagency effort had been initiated to revisit the
governance of biosecurity and that the screening framework guidance would be revised in
response to recent biotechnology developments.
Recommendation: Involve industry representatives in the upcoming interagency discussions.
Theme: Several databases exist for the purposes of screening orders; some combination of
their design and capabilities may be optimal as a next step for R&D purposes.
Representatives from the IGSC, Battelle, and LLNL presented their respective SOI
databases. While the IGSC and Battelle databases were created specifically to aid in screening
orders, the LLNL database was created for other purposes and might not be suitable for this use
case. The IGSC database contains BSAT regulated pathogens and includes metadata that
matches a sequence to an associated risk level and point of access. However, each member
company of the IGSC has its own strategy for operationalizing the database in accordance to the
federal guidance. Battelle’s database integrates algorithms that define threat status and includes a
continuous biocuration pipeline. It is designed to reduce false positives in screening.
The LLNL SOI database is based on genes of concern. The advantages and benefits of this
database include the expansive use of public sequences across categories of concern, a focus on
genes not complete genomes, nucleic acids and proteins, standardized metadata, scalability and
flexibility, and maintenance. However, the broad scope of this database was considered to be
information overload for the purposes of screening orders.
Recommendation: Consider a combination of the three databases as a next step to
understand boundary conditions and operationalization barriers for an SOI database designed for
use by synthetic biology companies to screen orders. However, it is important to note that DHS
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may not be able to unilaterally sanction an SOI database for use by the commercial sector to
screen orders without revisions to the HHS screening framework guidance in conjunction with
the broader biodefense interagency.
Additional considerations were posited for development of an SOI database:
1. The database would require strongly defined ownership and chain of command for the
curation and oversight of information and regular updates.
2. The database would require protocols regarding liability associated with use, which is a
huge concern in terms of operationalization, as researchers worry about being unjustly
tagged for criminal activity.
3. The database owner would need to be able to work with and accommodate the multiple
stakeholder groups and interests.
4. The database should be built with a strong foundation of community buy-in for voluntary
compliance and to compel adherence to best practices.
5. The database should be accessible to those who need it, including smaller companies that
may not have substantial resources for screening.
6. There is need for funding continuity for maintenance and curation.
Theme: The database will need to balance access with the associated security risks.
Participants were divided on how best to balance access with security, and no clear
consensus emerged. Participants agreed that the information provided via an SOI database is
valuable to many stakeholders to derive scientific and operational insight. Broad access would be
required for several use cases, such as screening orders, voluntary biosafety, countermeasures
development, and fundamental research, in order to achieve buy-in and trust and to enable best
practices across the various stakeholders regardless of their resources. However, the existence of
a database could lower the barriers to entry for malicious uses and enables the potential for
reverse engineering. Several strategies were discussed to achieve balance, such as flexible
governance approaches that incorporate proper user access controls (e.g., tiered access and
defined users based on information classification levels). However, no clear consensus emerged.
Recommendation: As a recurring discussion point throughout the two days, it is clear that
the balance between access and security requires substantial thought and input across the
multiple stakeholders. For example, it will be important to reconcile the open access culture
developed by NIH via GenBank with the emerging safety and security risks posed by databases
of genetic features. As such, it will be important to continue discussions and undertake research
to understand the risks of malicious use and the access and security trade-offs of various
solutions.
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Appendix A. Agenda and Speakers

DAY 1: JANUARY 29, 2018
8:30 a.m. Registration
9:00 a.m. Welcome and Introductions
Paul Brenner and Ritika Chaturvedi, HSOAC
•

Workshop Norms

Dave Shepherd, DHS

•

Confidentiality and Security Protocols

•

Attendee Introductions

•

Sli.do Overview

•

NDA/FOUO Security Protocols

10:55 a.m. Break
11:05 a.m. Landscape and Use Cases
[HSOAC Facilitator]: “What Is a Sequence of Interest?”
David Rejeski, Wilson Center, “Synthetic Biology Today and in the Future”
•

Full Group Brainstorm
o

What Are the Uses of an SOI Database, Given Current and Future Biotech
Environment?

12:45 p.m. Lunch Break
2:00 p.m. Perspectives on Screening Orders
Theresa Lawrence, HHS: Regulatory Environment
Todd Peterson, IGSC: Current Procedures
Howard Salis, Pennsylvania State University: Researcher Perspectives
•

Questions and Discussion

3:05 p.m. Break
3:15 p.m. Overview of Select Relevant Gene Sequencing Databases
James Diggans, IGSC
Trevor Petrel, Battelle
Tom Slezak, LLNL
•

Questions and Discussion
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4:35 p.m. Use Cases Revisited: Stakeholder Roles and Prioritization
•

Gallery Walk

5:15 p.m. Day One Wrap-up and Day Two Instructions
5:30 p.m. End Day One
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DAY 2: JANUARY 30
8:00 a.m. Reconvening and Voting on Use Cases
•

Discussion and Voting

8:30 a.m. Keynote
Gerald Epstein, OSTP
9:10 a.m. Break
9:20 a.m. Database Requirements for Each Use Case
•

Round-Robin Small Group Brainstorm
o

What Are the Requirements of an SOI Database (scientific, technical, funding,
sharing, safety, security)?

o

How Should They Be Prioritized, Based on Stakeholder?

10:30 a.m. Break
10:40 a.m. Discussion of Prioritization
•

Full Group Brainstorm

11:50 a.m. Lunch Break
1:00 p.m. Barriers to Creating a Database for Each Use Case
•

Round-Robin Small Group Brainstorm
o

•

What Are the Major Barriers to Each Use Case?

Full Group Brainstorm
o

How Difficult Are the Barriers to Overcome?

o

What Mitigation Strategies Could Be Used?

2:30 p.m. Break
2:40 p.m. Safety and Security
•

Round-Robin Small Group Brainstorm
o

•

What Are Malicious Use Cases or Other Threats Once an SOI Database
Exists?

Full Group Discussion
o

What Is the Severity of the Threats?

o

What Mitigations Strategies Could Be Used?

4:00 p.m. Open Discussion for Any Missed Topics
4:30 p.m. Closing Remarks
5:00 p.m. End Day Two
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Appendix B. Moderators’ Guides

Day 1: January 29, 2018
8:30–9:00

Registration
• Sli.do warm-up question: “How many cups of coffee do you drink a day?”
• Help participants understand how to use Sli.do
• Facilitators will introduce themselves
• Facilitators will give overview of summit
o Purpose: To establish a common site picture for discussion with an
explanation . . . Break this down into everyday language: To make
recognition programs efficient and effective for a wide variety of different
people
o Key Objectives: To answer these questions over the course of the two
days:
1. Why is this important?
2. How do we describe the current recognition program?
3. How should they change it to make it efficient and effective?
4. What is required to make these changes?
o We will focus on questions 1–2 today and 3–4 during tomorrow’s
session
• Facilitators will review agenda of the day

9:00–9:05

HSOAC Welcome
• Facilitators will give their introductions and welcome
• Logistics, including bathrooms, in case of emergency, etc.

9:05–9:10

Introduce Dave Shepherd of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
• Shepard talks

9:10–9:40

Introductions
• Rest of HSOAC team members introduce themselves
• Facilitators will first introduce themselves as an example
• Attendees will verbally introduce themselves by saying the following:
o Name
o Title/Role
o Affiliation

9:40–9:45

Security Guidelines by Dave Shepherd of DHS
• If not already done so

9:45–9:50

Confidentiality Guidelines by Facilitator
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9:50–10:00

Review Norms
• Facilitator will review norms:
o Be respectful
o Be inclusive regardless of rank or status
o Minimize use of electronics, step out if you need to
o ELMO (Enough, Let’s Move On)
o “Issues Board”
o Anything else to add? → Take any responses from participants
• Facilitator will introduce Dave Shepherd
• Facilitator will discuss confidentiality at workshop

10:00–10:05

Workshop Rationale, Research Questions, and Agenda
• Facilitator will review the purpose of this workshop:
o Rationale
o Research Questions
o Agenda
• 5 minutes for questions

10:05–10:10

Practice Using Sli.do
• Facilitator will review Sli.do
• Practice Questions:
o What do you want to learn from this event?
o Are you government, academia, or industry?
• Sli.do moderator will curate responses
• Facilitators will write the top 5 responses on the board for a brief discussion

10:10-10:20

Break

10:20–10:40

What Is a Sequence of Interest?
• Research Question: What is a sequence of interest?
• Activity:
o Facilitator will lead a brainstorm of ideas using Sli.do
o Facilitators will curate responses
o Someone will write 5 key themes on a flip chart
Processing:
• Step back from paper and ask group to take a moment to read what’s on there
• Ask participants: What words stand out to you and why? Circle words that stand out
o You can also interject here: This word is interesting to me—tell me more
about this, why did you say this word?
• Pull out 3-4 themes from the brainstorming and discussion (So based on what I’m
seeing and hearing, recognition is important for…)
Transition
• We seem to agree that sequences of interest involve these important features. Let’s
now hear some thoughts about synthetic biology today and in the future.
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10:40–11:10

Synthetic Biology Today and in the Future
• Facilitator Introduces David Rejeski
o Presently directs the Technology, Innovation and Environment Project at
the Environmental Law Institute.
o Formerly headed up the Science and Technology Innovation Program at
the Wilson Center, which focused on emerging technologies like
nanotech, synthetic biology, and 3-D printing.
o He spent six years in the White House’s Office of Science and
Technology Policy and Council on Environmental Quality, as well as
working in the policy office at EPA.
o He recently served on the National Academies Committee to look at the
Future of Biotechnology Products and is going to share some
observations regarding their work and findings.
Processing:
• Rejeski talk followed by question-and-answer period (use Sli.do to solicit/prioritize
questions)

11:10–12:00

Use Cases
• Participants will write on stickies problems for which a database could . . . (10
minutes)
o provide a potential solution today
o provide a solution to a future problem
o add as many as you can
• As they are at the big sandlot adding stickies, they will be asked to group similar
stickies
• Then they will be asked to name the groups of stickies that they make.
• Facilitators will lead a brain storm that identifies key themes
Processing:
• Problems or research questions
o what are some harmful agent genetic signatures?
o cataloging agents and their genes
o forensics--what is this agent I'm dealing with?
o is the agent naturally occurring or engineered?
o where did the agent originate?
• Probe on possible uses
o screening orders
o forensics (what is this agent I’m dealing with? Where did it come from?)
o cataloging agents and their genes
o biosurveillance or bio detection
o determining common sequences (for development of assays, detectors,
etc.)

12:00–1:15

Lunch

1:15–1:30

Panel Talk
• Facilitator introduces Theresa Lawrence
o Lawrence serves as the director, Division of Biosafety, Biosecurity and
Countering Biological Threats, and acting director, Division of Medical
Countermeasure Strategy and Requirements in the Office of The
Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response in the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services.
• Solicit questions via Sli.do, thumbs-up feature to prioritize
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1:30–1:45

Panel Talk
• Facilitator introduces Todd Peterson
o Peterson is chief technology officer at Synthetic Genomics, Inc., and
SGI’s representative to the Board of the International Gene Synthesis
Consortium (IGSC)
o Serves as IGSC board chair
o Peterson is presenting today in his capacity as IGSC board member and
the views he expresses do not necessarily reflect to the views of
Synthetic Genomics, Inc.
• Solicit questions via Sli.do, thumbs up feature to prioritize

1:45–2:00

Panel Talk
• Facilitator introduces Howard Salis
o Salis leads a lab at the Pennsylvania State University, focused on
synthetic biology
o He also leads De Novo, DNA, a small business with software that
designs sequences and organisms
• Solicit questions via Sli.do, thumbs up feature to prioritize

2:00–2:20

Panel Question-and-Answer Session
• Research questions:
o What are the major problems today in screening orders?
o How do regulations help/hurt?
o What are the major needs in screening orders?
• Facilitator will tee up questions from Sli.do and give opportunity for any others

2:20-2:30

Break

2:30-2:50

Existing Databases and their Capabilities—IGSC
• Facilitator introduces James Diggans
• Solicit questions via Sli.do, thumbs up feature to prioritize

2:50–3:10

Existing Databases and their Capabilities—Battelle
• Facilitator introduces Trevor Petrel
o Petrel is research director within Battelle’s applied genomics group
previously reporting to the office of the chief scientist as Battelle’s R&D
portfolio manager
o He spent the past several years assembling teams to address both
descriptive and predictive approaches to functional genomics challenges
• Solicit questions via Sli.do, thumbs up feature to prioritize

3:10–3:30

Existing Databases and their Capabilities—LLNL
• Facilitator introduces Tom Slezak
o Slezak is a computer scientist who has supported biological research at
LLNL for 40 years.
o Slezak has led a pathogen bioinformatics team since 2000 focused on
microbial detection, characterization, and forensics projects sponsored
by a wide range of federal sponsors.
o Marisa Torres is a senior software developer who has worked with Tom
since 2000.
o Torres is leading the SOI development team and will take over as PI
when Slezak retires from LLNL in fall 2018.
• Solicit questions via Sli.do, thumbs up feature to prioritize
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3:30–3:50

Panel Question-and-Answer Session
• Tee up questions from Sli.do, give opportunity for other questions as well

3:50–4:00

Break

4:00–5:00

Use Cases and Users Revisited
• What are the uses of an SOI database? Who are the users?
• Activity I: Gallery walk (20 Minutes)
o Facilitator divides participants into 6 groups.
o Groups decide which use cases are higher priority and write rationale for
why it is higher or lower for each use case and for whom (government,
academia, industry) it is a higher or lower priority.
o Assign stakeholders to each use case and define role of stakeholder
(e.g., producer, regulator, developer, user)
• Activity II: Group gallery walk (25 Minutes)
• Activity III: Full group discussion (15 Minutes)
Processing:
• What were some [uses/roles/stakeholders] that you all agreed on? Where are there
differences?
Transition
• We’ve identified some key use cases and gathered input on these from each group.
Tomorrow we will prioritize these use cases and build on them.

5:00–5:15

Day 1 Wrap-Up
• Activity: Group discussion
o What did you like about today?
o What would like to change for tomorrow?
o What did you learn
• Facilitator will write these on a flip chart and document them for tomorrow.

Day 2: January 30, 2018
8:15–8:30

Day Two Introduction/Arrival
• Hellos

8:30–9:10

Keynote
• Facilitator introduces Gerald Epstein
o Epstein is the assistant director for biosecurity and emerging technologies
at the White House’s Office of Science and Technology Policy. He will
present biodefense policy and the intra-agency process to get there.
• 20-minute keynote, with up to 20 minutes for questions

9:10–9:20

Break
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9:20–10:00

Use Cases and Users/Agreement of Use Cases
• Facilitator divides participants into 6 groups.
• Groups decide which use cases are higher priority and write rationale for why it is
higher or lower for each use case and for whom (government, academia, industry) it is
a higher or lower priority.
• Assign stakeholders to each use case and define role of stakeholder (e.g., producer,
regulator, developer, user)
• roles
o knowledge roles
§
creators of knowledge that feeds database
§
contributors of knowledge to database
§
quality control (e.g., deduplication)
o IT roles
§
Software developers
§
Algorithm developers
o governance roles
o funding roles
• stakeholders
o academic researchers
o government researchers
o industry
o industry researchers
o government policy
§
HHS, USDA, EPA, DOE, DOD, Intelligence, etc.
o others?

10:00–11:00

Requirements
• Facilitator will divide participants into 6 groups.
• Each group develops requirements for a single use case for 10 minutes on flip charts
o (Facilitators will have a matrix that note-takers will fill out in real time)
• Then round-robin for each of up to 6 use cases.
• Each subsequent group will add a check mark if they agree with prior group priority
and will add additional ones

11:00–12:00

Requirements Discussion
• How would you prioritize requirements for each use case?
1. Always need
2. Sometimes need
3. Not always need

12:00–1:15

Lunch

1:15–1:45

Barriers
• Facilitator will divide participants into 6 groups.
• Each group develops barriers for a single use case for 5 minutes on flip charts
o (Facilitator will have a matrix that note-takers will fill out in real time)
• Then round-robin for each of up to 6 use cases.
• Each subsequent group will add a check mark if they agree with prior group priority
and will add additional ones

1:45–2:30

Barriers Discussion
• How would you categorize the difficulty of overcoming each barrier?
1. Not achievable
2. Extremely difficult (>10 years)
3. Difficult but achievable (5 < x < 10)
4. Achievable (<5 years)
5. Weekend work (minimal effort)
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2:30–3:00

Risks
• Facilitator will divide participants into 6 groups.
• Each group develops risks for a single use case for 5 minutes on flip charts
o (Facilitator will have a matrix that note-takers will fill out in real time)
• Then round-robin for each of the up to 6 use cases.
o Each subsequent group will add a check mark if they agree with prior
group priority and will add additional ones

3:00–3:45

Risks Discussion
• How would you categorize the severity of these risks where risk = probability * impact?
o High risk
o Low risk

3:45–4:00

Closing Remarks
• Are there are any other issues that weren’t discussed?
• DHS closing remarks
• Facilitator closing remarks
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O

ver the past decade, the biotechnology economy has experienced remarkable
growth, resulting in the rapid expansion of biological knowledge and application.
Such advances have lowered the technical and financial barrier to entry for
bioexperimentation outside the traditional environments of academia and industry.
Together these developments provide exciting new opportunities for scientific

growth. However, they create openings for actors with malicious intent to harness readily available
tools and techniques to create biological threats or bioweapons. In this report, we present the results
of a workshop designed to convene key experts from diverse stakeholder groups to understand how
a genetic database of “sequences of interest” (SOIs) can best support stakeholders—government
agencies, academic researchers, and commercial groups—to improve the utility, safety, and security
of biotechnology research endeavors. The sessions consisted of a mix of presentations, panel
discussions, and small and large group discussions. This report should be viewed as an exploratory
first step in discussing a very complex topic with broad and often conflicting stakeholder interests.
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